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Bangkok has been
named the world’s most
visited city. In 2017
the capital of Thailand
attracted more than 20
million foreign overnight
visitors, lured by
attractions including the
Emerald Buddha Temple
inside the Grand Palace.

Nadia Murad, a Yazidi
activist who was forced
into sexual slavery by
Islamic State in Iraq,
was awarded the Nobel
Peace Prize along with
Congolese doctor Denis
Mukwege, who has
worked to end sexual
violence in war.

A gold-coloured 1977
Ferrari 512 BB was
expected to sell for up
to £450,000 at Sotheby’s
in London, in the world’s
first auction dedicated
entirely to gold. The sale
was also due to include
Marc Quinn’s sculpture of
supermodel Kate Moss.

Jeff Bezos, the richest
person on the planet,
plans to build and launch
a lunar lander as part
of his quest to colonise
space. The Amazon
founder has been selling
around US$1bn a year of
the company’s stock to
fund the project.
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News in brief
This edition’s stories and infographics from across the globe, as well as a look at the
latest developments and issues affecting the profession
Petrobras fined

payments with Brazilian

Danish Business Authority

EU’s tax blacklist

Brazilian energy major

politicians. ‘Petrobras

is to conduct its own

Liechtenstein and Peru

Petrobras has been fined

fraudulently raised billions

investigation into EY’s 2017

have been removed from

US$853m and required

of dollars from US investors

audit of Danske Bank. EY

the European Union’s latest

to pay a disgorgement

while its senior executives

did not respond to a request

‘blacklist’ of non-cooperative

of US$933m by the US

operated a massive,

for comment.

tax jurisdictions. Prem Sikka

Securities and Exchange

undisclosed bribery and

Commission (SEC).

corruption scheme,’

Malta weak on AML

accounting at Essex Business

Petrobras was found to

said Steven Peikin, co-

Malta has been instructed by

School, responded in a

have filed false financial

director of the SEC

the European Commission

tweet: ‘EU tax haven blacklist

statements to conceal

enforcement division.

to strengthen its anti-money

lacks moral authority – only

laundering controls after

the less powerful are on the

a large bribery and bid-

FCCA, emeritus professor of

rigging scheme. The US

Danske Bank probe

an investigation found

list (American Samoa, Guam,

Department of Justice

The European Commission

‘systematic’ weaknesses.

Namibia, Samoa, Trinidad

also announced a non-

has instructed the European

Malta has been in

and Tobago and the US

prosecution agreement with

Banking Authority to

the spotlight recently

Virgin Islands). Rich (Ireland,

Petrobras. Senior Petrobras

investigate regulators’

regarding the alleged

Luxembourg, Cyprus, US

executives worked with

actions in Estonia and

use of its banking system

state of Delaware) escape

contractors and suppliers

Denmark, after it emerged

by organised criminals

any action.’

to inflate the cost of

that Danske Bank had

following last year’s

infrastructure projects by

enabled €200bn of funds

murder in a car bomb of

EU digital tax plan

billions of dollars, an SEC

to be moved through

anti-corruption journalist

Ireland, the Czech Republic,

investigation concluded.

its Estonian division by

Daphne Caruana Galizia.

Finland and Sweden have

The companies executing

non-residents in the

Retail banks will be required

lodged a joint formal

those projects paid

country. It is believed the

to conduct background

objection to the European

billions in kickbacks to the

transactions included

checks and due diligence on

Union’s proposed digital

Petrobras executives, who

massive fund movements

customers as a result of the

services tax. The submission

shared the illegal

by Russian oligarchs. The

EU’s intervention.

argues that the tax as
planned would be in breach
of the Organisation for

World Congress of Accountants

Economic Co-operation

On 5-8 November the World Congress of Accountants

and Development’s Base

convenes in Sydney, Australia. ACCA is a gold sponsor.

Erosion and Profit Shifting

Headlining the event, which is themed Global Challenges/

(BEPS) arrangements. ‘Given

Global Leaders, is former UN secretary-general Ban Ki-moon.

the potentially far reaching

Other speakers include Sir Bill English, former prime minister

political, economic and legal

of New Zealand; Sri Mulyani Indrawati, Indonesia’s minister

consequences of introducing

of finance; economic historian Professor Niall Ferguson;

a tax at EU level, that is not
in line with tax treaties,’

and ACCA chief executive Helen Brand. AB’s January 2019
edition will include highlights. Also look out for news direct
from the event on AB Direct.

8

Ban Ki-moon is the
headline speaker at the
conference.

claims the submission. The
EU has proposed a 3% tax on
online turnover.
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Accounting for the Future
Registrations are now open for ACCA’s annual virtual conference on 27-29 November. Gain
up to 21 units of free CPD and stay ahead of the curve on issues affecting finance professionals.

On the agenda
•

Facing the future: taking on
the megatrends together

•

Four strategies to
supercharge your career

•

Business models of the future

•

Robotics: challenges and
opportunities for the FD

•

IFRS in action: an update

•

Update from the World

More information

Congress of Accountants

accaglobal.com/AFF2018

Italy EU debt breach

State assets sold

to Deloitte’s Risk Survey

the recording of fiscal costs,’

Italy is poised to break the

Pakistan’s prime minister

2018, 44% of businesses

warned Eurodad’s report

EU’s debt management rules,

Imran Khan has begun selling

harness risks to find future

History RePPPeated. ‘Some

with its coalition government

state assets in an attempt

opportunities and drive

accounting practices allow

determined to increase

to bring down the country’s

returns, while 36% use

governments to keep the

spending beyond permitted

debt. Government bullet-

risk management to drive

cost of the project and its

limits. Italy is already subject

proof cars have been sold

compliance and prevent

contingent liabilities “off

to a debt target from the EU,

for US$600,000, although

losses. But businesses

balance sheet”. This ends up

because its debt exceeds

more was anticipated. The

predict cybersecurity

exposing public finances to

the level approved under

sale of eight buffalos is

to be the main threat in

excessive fiscal risks.’

the Stability and Growth

expected to raise US$19,000.

three years.

Pact. The country’s debt

Khan has pledged to live in

to GDP ratio in 2017 was

a modest three-bedroom

Call to ‘avoid PPPs’

131.8%, compared to the

house, in place of the prime

Governments should avoid

(GCC) countries’ economies

60% specified target. Yields

ministerial mansion.

entering into public private

will grow strongly next year,

partnerships (PPPs), argues

according to forecasts from

on Italy’s sovereign bonds

Gulf growth up
Gulf Cooperation Council

have risen significantly with

India divided on risk

a report from the European

the Institute of International

the government’s decision

Indian companies agree that

Network on Debt and

Finance (IIF) and the

to raise borrowing to pay

their top three risks relate

Development (Eurodad).

International Monetary

for a fiscal stimulus. It

to regulation, cybersecurity

‘Many projects have been

Fund (IMF). The IIF predicts

argued that the stimulus will

and technology disruption

procured as PPPs simply

growth of 2.7% next year,

boost the economy and so

– but are divided on how to

to circumvent budget

following 2.3% in 2018. The

reduce debt.

manage them. According

constraints and to postpone

IMF expects growth of 3.7%
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next year, and 2.9% this

PwC’s revenues in the

Dlomo moves on

year. Factors behind the

year ending June were

Nhlamulo Dlomu has

Africa up

growth include higher oil

US$41.3bn, a rise of 7%.

stepped down from her role

Germany was the fastest

prices and output, plus an

Revenues grew by 10% in

as chief executive of KPMG

growing economy in the

easing of fiscal consolidation.

advisory, 8% in tax and legal,

in South Africa and will

top 50 of this year’s ranking

‘Domestic demand should

and 4% in assurance. EY’s

take up a new global role

of most valuable nation

strengthen with [the] easing

revenues in year ending June

focusing on organisational

brands, according to Nation

of fiscal consolidation,’

were US$34.8bn. Transaction

culture change and ethical

Brands 2018. But six of the

said Garbis Iradian, IIF’s

advisory services grew by

leadership. In a statement,

10 fastest-growing are from

chief economist in the

13.9%, advisory 10.1%, tax

the firm said: ‘Given the

Africa: Democratic Republic

MENA region.

6.4% and assurance 4.4%.

scale of the reputational

of the Congo, Egypt,

Grant Thornton’s US member

challenges facing both

Kenya, Tanzania, Ethiopia

Firms’ latest results

firm announced revenues

KPMG and the industry,

and Ghana have recorded

Deloitte has reported global

of US$1.8bn in the year

the board has decided

exceptional growth of

revenues of US$43.2bn

ending July, an increase of

that a new chief executive

between 28% and 38%.

in the year ending May

3.4% over 2017. Responding

from outside the firm, with

2018, representing an

to a request for revenues

strong industry experience,

11.3% increase over 2017.

across service lines, a

will optimise prospects of

Consulting revenues

spokesperson said: ‘We’ve

rebuilding trust.’ Professor

increased 15.7%, risk

decided to share revenues

Wiseman Nkuhlu, chancellor

advisory by 12%, tax and

only at the firm-wide level as

of the University of Pretoria,

legal by 8.7%, financial

part of our effort to present

has been appointed as

advisory by 8%, and audit

ourselves to the market as

interim executive chairman

and assurance by 7.7%.

one single firm.’

while a permanent CEO
is recruited.

Crowdfunding bid
The Zimbabwe government
has begun crowdfunding
to raise money to deal
with a cholera epidemic.
Finance minister Mthuli
Ncube launched an appeal
on Twitter, asking followers
to donate to the appeal.
A state of emergency had
been announced in the

Formula 1 action

capital, Harare, after 3,000
residents were diagnosed

FRP Advisory is being sued over its role as liquidator to the

with cholera. Public

UK-based Force India Formula 1 motor racing team. Force

gatherings in the city have

India was sold to a group of investors led by Lawrence Stroll,

been banned. The launch

the billionaire father of Formula 1 driver Lance Stroll. Russian

of the crowdfund attracted

fertiliser group Uralkali claims that it should have been allowed

widespread criticism

to buy the team and that FRP Advisory was responsible for a

on social media from

‘flawed sales process’ which failed to sell to the highest bidder.

Zimbabweans who argued

FRP said: ‘Any legal action brought against us will be defended

that the government should

vigorously, and we are confident it would be dismissed.’

deal with the crisis through

1

1

2

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

+23%

+25%

3
+28%

5
+20%

5
+5%

6
+9%

7
+8%

9
+9%

8
+5%

10
+8%

tax revenues.

10
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Blockchain pilot

of illegal share dealing.

A pilot blockchain project

Alaa and Gamal Mubarak

Which cities hold Africa’s wealth?

for smallholding farmers

were both released on

Total individual wealth in Africa now totals US$2.3 trillion,

has been launched in

bail, having been accused

with 40% held by high-net-worth individuals, according to

Uganda. The project is a

of breaching stock market

The AfrAsia Bank Africa Wealth Report 2018. The report also

partnership between Block

and central bank rules in

shows how private wealth is spread among the continent’s

Commodities and Pure

their trades of shares in Al

cities. See also ‘Africa grows its rich list’ on page 22.

Grow Africa. Pure Grow

Watany Bank of Egypt in

will introduce a thousand

2007. They both deny any

farmers and buyers to the

wrongdoing. Egypt’s criminal

‘pilot ecosystem’, while

court approved the arrest,

commodities trader Block

along with another seven

Commodities will implement

individuals accused of ‘stock

and support the ecosystem

market manipulation’. The

by providing finance and

prices of shares traded on

fertiliser products, as well as

the Cairo bourse dropped

supplying the technology.

sharply after the arrests.

It will coordinate loans
issued in cryptocurrencies –

Musk settles

using the ‘dala’ token – for

Elon Musk has stepped down

selected farmers.

as chairman of Tesla and
will pay a US$20m penalty

Islamic bonds issued

– as will Tesla – to settle

Morocco has launched its

a securities fraud charge

first ever Islamic sovereign

brought by the US Securities

bond issue, seeking some

and Exchange Commission

US$106m – one billion

(SEC). The charge followed

Moroccan dirhams – in

a tweet from Musk in August

sukuks. The move follows a

claiming that he could take

series of legal steps taken

Tesla private at US$420 per

by Morocco to enable the

share – significantly above

government to issue Islamic

its trading price – and that

bonds. These included

funding was secured. The

legislation permitting

SEC claimed there were

Moroccan banks to deal

numerous uncertainties. Tesla

in sukuk bonds and for

has agreed to appoint two

overseas banks operating

new independent directors

in Morocco to do the same.

and Musk’s communications

The bonds must conform

will be controlled. In

to the requirements of the

September, Tesla’s chief

Higher Council of Ulemas,

accounting officer, Dave

the highest religious

Morton, resigned after just

institution in Morocco.

one month, citing higher
levels of public attention

Sons arrested

and speed of change

Two sons of former Egyptian

within the company than

president Hosni Mubarak

he expected.

1 Johannesburg | South Africa

$276

2 Cape Town | South Africa

$155

3 Cairo | Egypt

$140

4 Lagos | Nigeria

$108

5 Durban | South Africa

$55

6 Nairobi | Kenya

$54

7 Luanda | Angola

$49

8 Pretoria | South Africa

$48

9 Casablanca | Morocco

$42

10 Accra | Ghana

$38

11 Abidjan | Côte d’Ivoire

$27

12 Dar es Salaam | Tanzania

$25

13 Alexandria | Egypt

$25

14 Kampala | Uganda

$16

15 Windhoek | Namibia

$13

16 Abuja | Nigeria

$13

17 Addis Ababa | Ethiopia

$13

18 Marrakesh | Morocco

$11

19 Tangier | Morocco

$11

20 Lusaka | Zambia

$10

21 Maputo | Mozambique

$10

AB

have been arrested in
connection with allegations

US$bn

Paul Gosling, journalist
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Peak challenge
Tanka Mani Sharma Dangal, Nepal’s auditor general, doesn’t just aim to root out
accounting irregularities, but to reform the whole cycle of public finance management

H

Tanka Mani Sharma Dangal knows the

2017

to assure our citizens that public funds are

shortcomings in the Himalayan nation’s

Auditor general of Nepal

effectively used.’

– including the flaws in its financial

2016

must itself work hard to raise the quality of

management – like the back of his hand.

Secretary, Office of the Prime

auditing. ‘Since we are responsible for the

Minister/Council of Ministers

external audit of all constitutional bodies,

aving spent the bulk of his
professional career in various roles

i

‘The OAG strives to be a credible

CV

institution,’ he says. ‘We work to provide
an independent and quality audit service

in Nepal’s Ministry of Finance,

To fulfil this trust, he believes the OAG

bureaucratic system of government

Appointed auditor general in 2017, he is

budget entities, public enterprises and

in no doubt about the heavy responsibility
he shoulders as the watchdog of the

2014–15

spending units of the government right

state’s resources. ‘My office is responsible

Secretary, Public Procurement

down to the local level, we must adopt a

for ensuring transparency, integrity and

Monitoring Office, then

serious approach,’ he says, speaking in his

accountability in the management of

secretary, Ministry of General

office in Babarmahal, across from Singha

Nepal’s public finances so that the state’s

Administration

Durbar, the country’s main administrative
hub in Nepal’s capital, Kathmandu.

resources are used for the benefit of all its
people,’ he declares.

2006–14
Director general/joint

Structural shortcomings

country has undergone a protracted

secretary, Departments

Sharma’s office has identified a number

political transition, transforming itself from a

of Cooperatives, Inland

of problems in public sector financial

constitutional monarchy to a parliamentary

Revenue, Customs and

management, including in planning

federal democratic republic. During this

Revenue Investigation,

and budgeting, the management of

challenging period, delays in budget

Ministry of Finance

expenditure, the timeliness of reporting and

Over the past decade the South Asian

presentation were commonplace, state

submission of financial statements, public

resources were not used efficiently and

1979–2006

procurement, project management and

expenditure on development initiatives

Accounts and finance cadre in

public enterprise management. There are

slowed. Last year the Office of the Auditor

various government agencies

also weaknesses in revenue management,

General (OAG) conducted audits of around
NPR4,600bn (US$38.6bn). The latest annual

service delivery. In this context, Sharma has

report of the auditor general reported NPR500bn (US$4.2bn)

spoken out about the need for reform of the whole cycle of

as the cumulative amount of irregularity against NPR396bn

public finance management in Nepal.

(US$3.3bn) in the previous report. The growing number of

Currently, all three tiers of government have their own set of

irregularities highlighted in successive auditor generals’ annual

financial procedures and guidelines. Sharma’s fear is that this

reports shows the extent of the challenge.

will lead to a lack of uniformity in public finance management.

As the OAG prepares its audit of the 2017/18 financial year,

‘If all 761 governmental units [753 local governments, seven

Sharma faces a bigger challenge than ever. Following Nepal’s

provincial governments and a federal government] have their

adoption of a new constitution in 2015, and federal, provincial

own financial regulations, it will be difficult to predict the kind

assembly and local-level elections in 2017, the OAG will audit

of challenge and risk it would pose for the national financial

all three tiers of government – federal, provincial and local –

management system,’ he says.

for the first time. Auditing at the provincial and local level is a

12

infrastructure development and public

While the human resources available for auditing so many

particular challenge, as local authorities are still finding their

government offices (last year it audited around 10,000) are

feet, Sharma points out.

limited, the issue is being addressed. This year Sharma’s office
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has 614 approved staff positions, and

that professional organisations

he has four deputy auditors general

such as ACCA will play a crucial

and 14 assistant auditors general. The

role. ‘The OAG and ACCA should

function has specialist accounting

cooperate when it comes to
training OAG staff in issues related

and audit staff, but few with
multidisciplinary skills, Sharma says,
adding that it is commendable that
so many government entities were
audited by this limited staff last year.
The constitution of Nepal makes
the auditor general a completely
independent institution. However,
the OAG is still dependent on the

‘The OAG identifies
anomalies. It is the
media, civil society
and parliament
that must question
the government’

government for human resources and
budget. In the past, the OAG had

corporate affairs and strategic
management,’ he says. ‘OAG staff
have already attended some ACCA
courses, such as the Diploma in
Public Financial Management and
the Certificate in IPSAS.’
Accounting, reporting and audit
in Nepal follow internationally
recognised standards and

authority to administer its departmental staff. However, this

practices, with the final consolidated financial statements

provision was amended in 2006 and shifted to the government.

being prepared annually and then submitted to the OAG for

‘At present I have been requesting the government to

review and scrutiny. The OAG has adopted a risk-based audit

provide the personnel administration authority for my staff

methodology. ‘The OAG‘s current focus is on performance

to OAG office as a separate cadre in the new federal civil

audit on issues of national importance. We’re also giving

service act,’ he says. ‘Making the OAG a credible watchdog

priority to the country’s Sustainable Development Goals’

to help maintain transparency in the government system is of

preparedness with implementation auditing as well as

paramount importance and needs proper resourcing.’

environmental auditing,’ Sharma says. ‘We are encouraging

Apart from the regular staff, the OAG contracts in chartered
accountants to conduct audits of state-owned enterprises,

14

to financial reporting, taxation,

stakeholders and citizen participation in the audit process.’
According to Sharma, the OAG undertakes a lot of planning

and other experts as required. As for that resourcing having

work before conducting audits. ‘The government’s procedural

the skills to carry out high-quality audits, Sharma recognises

process, sectoral policy, periodic plan, and annual policy
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and programmes are also taken into account, along with
the INTOSAI [International Organization of Supreme Audit

i

Basics

Institutions] framework of professional pronouncement and
international best practice,’ he says.

Set up in 1959, Nepal’s Office of the Auditor General
commands significant credibility and is respected by the

Into the future

media and civil society. The auditor general is appointed

One of Sharma’s first actions following his appointment in 2017

by the president for a six-year term on the recommendation

was to prepare a six-year action plan to cover the period 2017

of the Constitutional Council, with the approval of a

to 2023. It is a guiding document for the OAG for ensuring

parliamentary hearing committee.

accountability in public entities, maintaining transparency in

The auditor general is responsible for the audit of

public financing, and clamping down on the misuse of public

the office of the president and vice-president, supreme

funds. The plan is intended to improve the system of audit in

court, federal parliament, provincial assembly, provincial

government offices to ensure sound internal control and good

government, local-level government, constitutional

governance. It identifies six areas for reform: institutional setup

bodies and offices, courts, attorney general’s office, army,

and working mechanisms; the policy and legal framework;

police and all federal, provincial government offices, fully

the audit process; quality and effectiveness in audit systems;

government-owned public enterprises and other institutions

financial discipline and accountability; and institutional

as prescribed by the law, and with due consideration

relationships and communication.

to regularity, economy, efficiency, effectiveness and

‘We are actively participating in international forums, such
as INTOSAI and ASOSAI [the Asian Organization of Supreme

propriety. The auditor general submits the report to the
president annually.

Audit Institutions],’ says Sharma. ‘The supreme audit institute
of Nepal [ie the OAG] was recently elected for a second threeyear term as a member of the governing board of ASOSAI. It

System reboot

will enhance our international exposure.’

Despite some institutional weaknesses, Nepal has made

According to Sharma, a well-equipped audit excellence

significant efforts to improve its public financial management

centre is to be set up, together with an audit follow-up and

system in recent years. The operation of treasury single

irregularities clearance unit to carry out effective monitoring

account, a line ministry budgetary system, a revenue

and resolve problems of arrears in government offices.

management information system and an electronic

The OAG also has plans for an audit quality assurance unit

procurement system are some of the measures taken by the

to drive quality control. Likewise, special sector audit units

government. And, there is a public expenditure and financial

will be established to perform audits based on sector and

accountability secretariat which regularly coordinates work

degree of risk. ‘There are also plans to establish field offices

with the OAG.

at provincial level to enhance the effectiveness of the audit
function in subnational government,’ says Sharma.
The AG’s action plan, according to Sharma, also targets
managing human resources, implementing an office
automation system, amending the Audit Act, and developing
compliance with international standards.
Sharma believes that good auditing will contribute towards

As well as setting up a public expenditure review
commission, the government has launched an integrated
public financial management reform project to embed the
financial management system in a federal context.
Following last year’s general elections, federal, provincial and
local governments are all actively engaged in delivering and
developing public services. ‘The federal parliamentary public

the country’s overall development drive. The OAG report

accounts committee has been formed and it has started its

diagnoses the state of public finance management and gives

oversight functions, initiating discussion on auditor generals’

a picture of whether state resources are being efficiently and

reports,’ says Sharma. ‘After all these efforts, I am hopeful and

effectively used for public interests. ‘The OAG identifies these

confident that the government of Nepal will make efficient

anomalies in its report,’ says Sharma. ‘It is the media, civil

use of its scarce resources. And, with the continued support of

society and parliament that must question the government.

government, development partners, professional advisers and

Advocacy by these stakeholders forces the government to act

my staff, I am sure the OAG will be able to maintain financial

to correct anomalies.’

discipline in the country in the days ahead.’

AB

To this end, he says, the OAG ‘puts a lot of effort into
making our report understandable by the common people’.

Mukul Humagain, journalist in Kathmandu, Nepal
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The view from
Natalia Flores ACCA, head of international department,
Ecovis International, Madrid, Spain, and proud volunteer

54%
of women working in financial services

I have always been

obligations, and give them

say their diversity status is a barrier to

interested in business and

accounting and tax advice

career progression,

the impact it can have

to achieve their goals.

compared to 45% in

on a society. This is partly

other industries.

because during my youth,

I volunteered under the

my country, Peru, was

umbrella of Accounting for

going through an economic

International Development

recovery after years of

(AfID), which I found

Source: PwC

political upheaval and hyperinflation.
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Spot the difference
The needs and wishes of entrepreneurial clients are not the same as
those of more traditional, established businesses, says Derek Smith
It was the former US president

role is to meet clients’ needs and not

George W Bush Jr who reputedly said

just respond to their perceived ‘wants’.

that the problem with the French was

I once had a great relationship with a

their lack of a word for entrepreneur.

very entrepreneurial client, who said he

Now, we may all understand and

enjoyed my support because I:

use the word – which, of course,

*

comes from the French – but I’m not

more extreme ideas, but did so

convinced that accountants really

politely and positively and came up

understand what their entrepreneurial

with alternatives

clients are looking for from them.
The dictionary definition of an
entrepreneur is an owner or manager of
a business enterprise who makes money
through risk and/or initiative. That is not

*

kept in contact with him (and not

*

took an interest in him and his family

*

spent time with him looking to the

they often share certain characteristics

just when there was a problem)
beyond just the business

While all entrepreneurs are unique,

future, even though we both knew

and attitudes, and it is important

their accountants (particularly the ‘risk

that the assumptions we made

for the adviser to recognise these.

and/or initiative’ part).

were uncertain and that we were

Entrepreneurs are normally passionate

not dealing with either perfect or

about their business and highly

from their trusted business adviser is

commoditised solutions.

motivated to be successful. They are not

assurance that they are acting within

A successful relationship with an

afraid to take risks and normally have

the law, expertise in terms of applied

entrepreneur depends on the adviser’s

strong self-belief. Above all else, they

knowledge on complex issues, and

recognition that all clients are different.

work hard and have a very disciplined

guidance that adds value to their

Practitioners need to spend time

approach to what they do. They also

business. Yet many firms shy away from

understanding their clients’ goals and

want evidence of these characteristics in

proactivity and take actions that distance

ambitions, rather than just sending out

their accountants.

their contact with these clients. Many

mailshots on topics that may or may not

also fail to recognise that much of their

be of interest.

how most entrepreneurs would describe

What most entrepreneurs want

18

regularly challenged some of his

Entrepreneurs tend to be very flexible
in their approach to problems and
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Entrepreneurs tend
to be very flexible
in their approach
to problems and
want a similar
lack of rigidity in
their advisers

want a similar lack of rigidity in their
advisers. They constantly look for new

Where it all goes wrong

approaches and are unlikely to welcome

The typical accountant all too often frustrates entrepreneur clients by:

being told why they cannot do things.

*
*

failing to deliver when promised

*

not communicating with entrepreneurs on what they should be thinking of doing,

*

acting like an agent of the tax authority and not giving enough warning in

They take on the role of agents of
change with enthusiasm.
Accountants are well placed to be the
most trusted advisers for entrepreneurs.
Financial acumen is an essential element
of business success, and entrepreneurs
should be selecting accountants who
can support them and adjust to their
needs as they expand. But they need

working too close to deadlines – for example, entrepreneurs may have to chase
up accounts after providing the information required weeks, even months, before
and being overly risk-averse
advance of potential tax consequences – quite significant tax liabilities may be
made apparent too close to the payment deadline

*

more than ‘just an accountant’: they

not giving enough proactive advice on how the business should be run – the
accountant often has a range of business skills but rarely seems ambitious
enough to share these plainly.

need someone who specialises in
creating services tailored to their needs
and adds value to their business.
Accountants’ typical risk aversion can

The habits of perfection

be a sharp contrast to entrepreneurs’

Entrepreneurs need advisers who are innovative in outlook and who understand

risk-taking instincts. This dichotomy

them and, more importantly, their business. The right adviser needs to be:

must be recognised and addressed,

*

committed to their success – entrepreneurs want an adviser who shares their

*

proactive – they want a forward-looking adviser with a commercial focus who

*

flexible – entrepreneurs are hugely busy and often need advice or a meeting

*

a good communicator – they want straightforward business advice in plain

although all parties should remain
grounded in their actions. Advisers
to entrepreneurs need to balance
economic caution with entrepreneurial
spirit and help their clients to strike
a balance between optimism and

at the drop of a hat, although they may be happy with being given enough
information (not necessarily all the detail) so they can make a quick decision

It’s a cliché but true: when buying
advisory services, people buy people

Derek Smith is senior consultant at

provides practical support (including strategic planning, forecasting and
budgeting) and acts as a critical sounding board

unjustified overconfidence.

first, products and services second.

passion about the business and is ready to help them fulfil their ambitions

English, with appropriate recommendations, rather than a myriad of caveated
(and potentially confusing) options

AB

*

capable of adding value – entrepreneurs want to know what they are paying for
and that they are getting value for money.

Foulger Underwood Associates
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Calling all accountants
Ramona Dzinkowski exhorts the profession to uphold its underlying values
of objectivity, transparency and fair value attribution
In honour of World Philosophy Day on

years ago when I first wrote on the

15 November, this column – my last in

subject of accounting for externalities)

a long line of observations, rants and

that the accounting profession has

ideas on some of the most pressing

a significant role to play in ensuring

issues in accounting over the past few

a sustainable future for generations

years – asks whether the foundations

to come.
ACCA is doing its bit. The

of accounting have been honoured
in practice, as well as calling for the

qualification examines integrated

profession to step up its game.

reporting in two of its Strategic

In upholding the philosophical basis

Professional syllabuses: Strategic

of accounting – objectivity, transparency

Business Leader and Strategic Business

and fair value attribution – during the

Reporting. These cover the purpose

two decades I have been writing this

and value of integrated reporting

column, the profession’s standard

and sustainability for stakeholders

setters have made significant strides

in business.

towards solving some of the bigger

In addition, for the past four

dilemmas of recent years.

years, ACCA has published its

For example, for investors, the

annual report in accordance with the

International Integrated Reporting

IIRC’s framework.

Council (IIRC) has attempted to broaden

However, in other parts of the world

the scope of how we think about,

I believe there is still a long way to go.

and report on, the underlying value-

Without further progress, the goal of

generating capital of the firm, and has

objectivity, transparency and fair value

introduced its integrated reporting

attribution will be unreachable.

(IR) framework, while the Sustainable

Therefore, on World Philosophy

Accounting Standards Board in the

Day 2018 and beyond, I encourage

US has made great strides towards

all professional accountants and

formalising a framework for evaluating

accounting students, particularly

and communicating environmental risk.

those in my home country, to tweet

Elsewhere, the Global Reporting
Initiative has extended the external
reporting remit to include a wide array
of externalities, as defined by generally
accepted concepts of corporate
social responsibility.
So, my question is this: are these
efforts reflected in today’s accounting
ethos, or do they still remain on the
sidelines of the profession’s training
and practice?
This question starts with the

or email their accounting body and/

My question is this:
are the efforts of
standard setters
reflected in today’s
accounting ethos,
or do they still
remain on the
sidelines?

value judgment (as it did over 20

20

or educators in order to move this
agenda forward.
It has been my great honour to
contribute this column to Accounting
and Business – thank you for your kind
attention. Please continue to look for my
articles in this magazine and elsewhere
on the internet.
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Ramona Dzinkowski, Canadian
economist and president of RND
Research Group
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One big family
Our great strength? We’re a worldwide family of skilled professionals with impressive
careers, happy to share our expertise with others, says ACCA president Leo Lee
It is hard to believe that the past
12 months have flown by so fast and
that this is my last column as your
president. It has been the highest
honour to represent you all for the past
year, and during the years I spent on
Council before that.
I would love to list all of the
fantastic stories, achievements and
developments that I have witnessed
at ACCA and among our global
membership during my time as
president, but there would simply not
be enough room to do so. Let me just
say they are legion.
My first presidential engagement
was the inaugural African Members
Convention in December last year,
and one of my last will be to represent
ACCA at the World Congress of
Accountants in Sydney this month. I’ve
travelled from Africa to Australia – and
visited plenty of other ACCA members,
events and offices in between – and the
thing that has struck me most has been
the similarities between us all.
Wherever in the world you go, ACCA
represents a family – a family of skilled,
knowledgeable, ethical professionals
with illustrious careers, but who also
donate time generously to sharing

our wisdom and growing the next

So thank you to all of you who have

generation. We have a powerful global

taken the time to connect with me

network and can achieve great things

during the past year and shared your

by coming together and connecting

stories, your wisdom and your pride in

with each other.

our organisation.
It is not just a designation that we
share, but also a vision, a mission, a

AGM 2018: Have your say

set of values and a responsibility for

Don’t forget that voting is now open for ACCA’s 2018 annual general meeting

shaping futures in a time of change.

(AGM), as well as for the election of new members to Council, with 31 candidates

I look forward to seeing what 2018/19

standing for seven positions. This represents an important opportunity to have

has in store for us all.

AB

your say in the running of ACCA – vote now at accaglobal.com/vote, where you will
also find the Council candidate election statements, the AGM Booklet containing

Leo Lee FCCA is retired, but has held

the resolutions, the 2018 integrated report and the 2018 financial statement and

various roles at the Securities and

corporate governance statement.

Futures Commission of Hong Kong and
is past president of ACCA Hong Kong
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Africa grows its rich list
The distribution of wealth in Africa is extremely skewed but the prognosis for the
future is that individual wealth is growing exponentially, finds Alnoor Amlani
With the African continent seen as the

unlikely to improve without advances

poorest, least developed part of the

in the pace of infrastructure and

world, readers could be forgiven for

transportation development, as well as

not associating it readily with wealth

housing and education.

creation. Africa accounts for just 1% of

In The Hidden Wealth of Nations,

the world’s wealth, and just one in 100

Gabriel Zucman examines the ratio

of the world’s wealthy individuals hails

of wealth placed in tax havens in

from Africa. However, both corporate

proportion to the GDP of source and

and individual wealth is on the rise.

finds that Kenyans and Zimbabweans

The Africa Wealth Report 2018,

hold very high ratios: 50% and more

published by AfrAsia Bank, examines the

of their GDP value is held in this way.

growth in wealth from 2007 to 2017 and

This is in sharp contrast to countries

offers projections to 2027. It reports that

like the UK, Germany, France and other

total private wealth held in Africa in 2017

developed nations where the ratio is

amounted to US$2.3 trillion, of which

less than 20%. This is a huge proportion

US$920bn is in the hands of private high

of wealth that is not invested locally,

net-worth individuals (HNWIs), i.e. those

and a serious leak from an already

with assets of US$1m or more.

impoverished developing world.

To add context, in 2017 global private

Africa’s cities are particular focus

wealth amounted to US$215 trillion, of

areas for wealth creation as rural-urban

which US$75 trillion is held by individuals.

migration continues to grow. Presently

Globally, there are 15.2 million

Johannesburg tops the list, holding

HNWIs with US$1m or more in assets.

US$276bn of Africa’s wealth. Cape Town

The rate of wealth growth in Africa

comes second with US$155bn.

is accelerating, albeit from a low base,

The Global Cities Institute predicts

rising 13% in the past decade and 3%

that by 2050 Kinshasa will be the fourth

in the past year alone. Mauritius leads

largest after Mumbai, Delhi and Dhaka.

the way, with 195% growth in the past

By 2075 it places Kinshasa as the largest

decade, followed closely by Ethiopia

city in the world; by 2100 however it will

at 190%, Rwanda at 74% and Kenya at

have been pushed into second place by

73%. Per capita wealth statistics also

Lagos, with Dar es Salaam in third place.

place Mauritius at the top of the list

If this sounds unlikely in 2018,

for Africa, with US$32,700 per person.
Second and third on the list are South
Africa and Namibia with US$12,900
and US$12,600 respectively. Botswana
comess in fourth with US$7,900. The
global average is US$28,400, and above
US$200,000 for top-ranked countries
such as Australia and Switzerland.
The distribution of wealth in Africa is

remember that by the end of the century

Africa’s cities are
particular focus
areas for wealth
creation as ruralurban migration
continues to grow

extremely skewed – a situation that is

22

the people of Africa will account for onethird of the world’s overall population,
offering much greater opportunities
for national enterprises, multinational
corporations and individuals operating
on the continent.
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Alnoor Amlani FCCA is director with the
CFOO Centre in Nairobi, Kenya
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The view from
Mark Blagrove FCCA, senior accountant, Accountemps,
New York, and sports enthusiast

1.8 billion
young people worldwide lack
the necessary skills in emerging
technologies to enter the workforce.

In Jamaica, the accountancy

Traditionally, accountants

Source: Deloitte Global and GBC-

profession is highly

have had to spend

Education

respected. One summer, I

long hours at the office

was pursuing a management

completing demanding

accounting certificate course

tasks. However, with

at a local college. The

technology such as the

professor was impressed

cloud, these days you can

with my performance and

connect to your office

encouraged me to enrol to study

from anywhere. Some companies have

McDonald’s cleared

accounting as a career. I followed his

interfaced their accounting systems with

After an in-depth European

advice, completing the accounting

their bank, which significantly reduces

Commission investigation, McDonald’s

technician course run by the Association

manual input. I think the drawback

and the Luxembourg government

of Accounting Technicians (AAT).

with the use of software is that the

have been cleared of entering into

fundamentals of sound accounting

an agreement on the non-taxation

Following that, I sat the ACCA exams,

concepts may be compromised by not

of profits that would have amounted

which has given me a global accounting

allowing someone to think about the

to illegal state aid. Two rulings by

qualification that offers unlimited

effect of an entry.

Luxembourg had exempted from

opportunities. Having the ACCA

taxation all franchise profits from

Qualification makes it easy to function

I enjoy finding a way through

third parties operating outlets in

in any role.

difficulties and understanding complex

Europe, Ukraine and Russia, with

matters. For me, it is very satisfying to

the result that the profits were not

The ACCA Qualification is very useful

complete tasks within the deadline set

taxed in either Luxembourg or the

in my work for Accountemps, which is

and make a meaningful contribution

US. The probe concluded that the

a Robert Half subsidiary for accounting

to the results of the organisation. One

double non-taxation was caused by a

and finance recruitment. In the US I

of my best achievements was being

mismatch between Luxembourg and

have worked as a consultant on matters

the leader of a team that improved the

US tax laws, and not special treatment

such as international consumption taxes,

accounting and reporting at a large

by Luxembourg.

the legal industry and the media.

international company – our results were
ranked number one in the group for a

EC investigates Amazon

year. And we did it twice!

The European Commission is informally
investigating Amazon over whether

The drawback
with accounting
software is that
it may not allow
someone to think
about the effect
of an entry

I am a sports enthusiast. I love track and

it misuses data from retailers using

field, and I enjoy attending the Penn

its site. The probe goes to the heart

Relays, a major athletics event in the US.

of Amazon’s business model, which

I watched the Concacaf (Confederation

involves its website being both a means

of North, Central American and

of direct sales and a platform for other

Caribbean Association Football) Gold

retailers to conduct transactions. The

Cup soccer games this year. I plan to

investigation is intended to determine

see a few American football games

if data related to third-party retailers

with the NY Giants next season. I also

is being used to assist Amazon in

enjoy spending time with my family and

conducting its own retail operations.

reading the Bible.
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Be the best
In a dog-eat-dog world, the independent B Corporation certification for social and
environmental performance can help a business stand out from the crowd
What do a well-known global fruit

but B Corporation accreditation goes

‘beneficial’, so each of these companies,

drinks brand, a small craft brewery in

further than simple environmental

together with more than 2,600 other

an English market town, an outdoor

awareness. The ‘B’ stands for

businesses around the world that have

clothing company at
Britain’s extreme
rugged edge, and
an accountancy firm
in California have
in common?
Apart from providing
excellent products

achieved this status, have had
to demonstrate the wider
benefits that they provide
for society.
Jennifer Cantero,
marketing director
at accountancy firm
Sensiba San Filippo,

and services (and I can

says: ‘We had heard

personally vouch for

the buzz about B

three out of the four),

Corporations, and a

they are all part of the

number of our channel

growing B Corporation
movement. Innocent
Drinks, Stroud Brewery,
Finisterre Clothing and
Sensiba San Filippo
have all achieved B

partners were certified,
so we thought it would be
good to have a look
at it, kick the tyres
and see where
we got to.’ She

Corporation status,
which is awarded for
social and environmental
performance, in
recent months.
The brands are well
known for their ecocredentials, either
nationally or locally,
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describes Sensiba as a firm of national

industries in 60 countries. To maintain

experts with a regional focus, operating

the certification, businesses must go

in industries such as manufacturing

through a recertification process every

and distribution, construction and

three years.

technology (it is headquartered in San

Certification itself can take several

Francisco after all), as well as venture

months. It requires businesses to pull

capital and high net worth individuals.
‘We thought we had always had a
B Corp mindset, but it can be hard to
quantify claims, so we wanted to have
third-party validation,’ Cantero adds.
‘We wanted someone to put us through

‘B Corporation
certification gives
our clients peace
of mind, and is
fantastic for hiring’

together information and data from a
wide variety of sources.
‘We had the numbers, but in different
places,’ Cantero says. ‘For example, we
needed to know where our suppliers
were, whether they were local or
subsidiaries of national groups. We

the wringer and show that we do what

pulled in help from our finance and

we say we do.’
goals include positive impact on

human resources groups, as well as

businesses that meet certain standards

society, workers, the community and the

areas such as the client service teams.’

of verified social and environmental

environment, as well as profit. Maryland

performance, public transparency

was the first US state to legislate for

process gave Sensiba guidelines on

and legal accountability to balance

such corporations (in 2010). In 2015

where it could perform even better. For

profit and purpose. The B Corporation

Italy became the first country to legally

instance, the firm used to donate old IT

verification process does not just

recognise benefit corporations across its

equipment to other organisations for

evaluate a product or service, it assesses

entire territory; Columbia was the first

recycling, but didn’t ask for receipts and

the overall positive impact of the

Latin American country to do so, in 2018.

so was unable to demonstrate who had

Certified B Corporations are

company that stands behind it.
To gain accreditation, candidate

However, the legal structure of benefit
corporations should not be confused

Going through the assessment

received the used kit.
Sensiba is one of only 13 accountancy

businesses need to achieve a

with B Corporations, which have no

firms around the world (six of them

minimum verified score that

legislative framework. The B Corporation

are in the US) that can boast the

evaluates the company’s impact on

distinction is a certification issued to

B Corporation certification. It is the

its staff, customers, community and

for-profit companies by BLab, a global

only certified firm in California. There

environment. On a technical point,

non-profit organisation with offices in

are no accountancy firms among

certified B Corporations also need to

the US, Europe, Canada, Australia and

the 150 B Corps in the UK. Although

amend their legal governing documents

New Zealand, and a partnership in Latin

many thousands of businesses use

so that their boards of directors are

America with Sistema B.

BLab’s online tools to measure their
performance themselves, a much

required to balance profit and purpose.

Earning certification

smaller number go through the rigours

currently stands at 33) now offer a legal

To gain certification – and to hold on to

of a full, verified assessment. It is a

business structure known as a benefit

it – companies must achieve a minimum

similar story in East Africa, where BLab

corporation, whose legally defined

score on an online assessment for

launched last year.

In the US, many states (the number

social and environmental performance.
Like benefit corporations, they need

But the process can be worth it
and makes good business sense too.

to integrate commitments to

Cantero says: ‘In the Bay Area, people

stakeholders into the company

are very sustainably minded and prefer

governing documents. The process

to work with like-minded people. It

does cost – companies pay a

gives our clients peace of mind, and is

yearly fee ranging from US$500

fantastic for hiring as we have to fight

to US$50,000 depending on their

not only the lure of the Big Four firms,

annual turnover.

but the likes of Facebook as well.’

AB

As of September 2018, the
2,600+ B Corporations spanned 150

Philip Smith, journalist
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The 2010 collapse of Afghanistan’s biggest bank, Kabul
Bank, later re-established as New Kabul Bank, underlined
the need for international standards in the banking sector.

In it for the long haul
The implementation of IFRS Standards in Afghanistan is a complex but critical element
that will boost economic development, anti-corruption efforts and tax take alike

A

s part of its plan for sustainable economic

the regulatory work and move towards the implementation

international accounting and auditing standards.

and adoption of IFRS Standards. A key element of his role is

The country’s accountancy profession has very ambitious

supporting the Ministry of Commerce and Industry (MOCI) –

plans, but given severe capacity constraints it will be some

the ultimate regulator of corporates in the country – the central

years before international standards are the norm there.

bank Da Afghanistan Bank, and the communications and IT

As deputy head of CPA Afghanistan, the South Asian
country’s sole professional accountancy organisation and
its accountancy regulator, Bilal Hashmi has a key role in

26

Hashmi joined CPA Afghanistan at the end of 2016 to oversee

development, Afghanistan is implementing

ministry. Regulation to date has focused primarily on two key
sectors: banking and telecoms.
Hashmi says: ‘It is a challenging environment because we

bringing accounting and auditing standards to Afghanistan.

do not have many professional accountants. Without certified

An ACCA member with over a decade’s experience in

accountants, companies do not know how to implement IFRS,

auditing and accounting, he has also worked in Malaysia as

and that is why we are giving support in order to help them

well as Afghanistan.

follow the roadmap.’
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Following the 2010 collapse of Kabul Bank, then the country’s

At this stage, says Hashmi, it’s not necessarily clear that the

largest commercial bank, the central bank decided that

benefits of IFRS Standards will always outweigh the cost of

adopting international auditing and accounting standards as set

complexity, implementation and disclosure. But Zarif Ludin,

out by the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) was

head of CPA Afghanistan, points out that establishing an

essential for the banking sector. The country’s largest sector by

accountancy profession helps to drive out corruption. Making

revenue – telecoms/IT – is also adopting IFRS Standards.

smaller businesses comply with IFRS reporting helps tax

A professional who was part of a recent project in the
country looking at transparency in finance and the stateowned enterprise (SOE) sector comments: ‘Given the

authorities assess and collect tax, replacing cash accounting or
no accounting.
Other significant challenges remain: the country’s legal

country’s reliance on outside donor assistance, it is particularly

system – statutory and customary law – can be a block to

important they have reliable systems of financial accountability

making accounting regulations compulsory, and the country

to continue to access that funding.’

needs more qualified accountants. Progress is also slowed by a

Experts from different professions are working together

lack of effective co-ordination across stakeholders and by CPA

to improve transparency in challenging environments,

Afghanistan’s minimal resources. That should be set in context,

helping to move away from opaque financial regimes.

though. Progress in setting up accountancy infrastructures has

The professional comments: ‘We can identify issues and

been remarkable and makes the Afghanistan profession one of

gaps through discussion with

the fastest growing in the world.

stakeholders. One of the most

Along with many other partners,

effective ways to drive change is to

ACCA is working with CPA

get countries with similar challenges

Afghanistan to assist this growth.

to work together, as a form of

Hashmi says the technical support

collective problem solving.’

Transition springboard
The Afghanistan financial sector is
working hard to comply with IFRS 9,
Financial Instruments. The banking
sector is the starting point for
transitioning to more sophisticated
standards like IFRS. It is the sector of

given from the start has been

If state-owned
enterprises seek
financing from
overseas, investors
want to see an IFRS
balance sheet

‘significant and appreciated. Without
ACCA it will be very difficult for CPA
to take all those difficult assignments
and implement properly.’

ACCA expertise
That technical help is coming via
experts such as Richard Martin,

biggest risk and the first that needs

ACCA’s head of corporate reporting,

to be connected to the international

who is engaging with CPA

community, so it needs robust standards to promote financial

Afghanistan on its IFRS adoption roadmap. He says: ‘Studies

transparency. It will probably be five years before Afghanistan

show that adopting IFRS is helpful for economic development,

sees significant progress, as a generation of good, strong

for attracting foreign direct investment [FDI], and reducing the

accountants needs to be created. This is about professional

cost of capital.’ If SOEs seek financing from overseas, investors

judgment, not box-ticking.

want to see an IFRS balance sheet.

Although there is no stock market in the country, CPA

Hashmi points to the enduring validity of the World Bank’s

Afghanistan is encouraging large companies in every sector to

report on the observance of standards and codes (ROSC).

work towards using international accounting standards. When

Written almost a decade ago, the report noted that the lack of

that becomes compulsory, says Hashmi, is the MOCI’s call.

governance codes was the major issue after security that was

He says: ‘CPA Afghanistan has set out to support the MOCI
to ensure the best implementation possible.’ It’s not feasible

blocking FDI and economic growth.
He says: ‘Without the accountancy profession as

to set an exact timetable, but MOCI has a five-year plan for

a whole it is going to be very difficult to achieve

implementation in large companies and seven years for small

economic development. IFRS brings transparency and

and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). ‘We are looking at

accountability in financial reporting, and that is what all the

implementation for smaller entities because we have to focus

stakeholders want.’

AB

on that as well.’ The SME agenda is in large part driven by the
desire to increase tax revenues.

Peter Williams, journalist
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Hope springs eternal
The BRICS nations – Brazil, India, Russia, China and South Africa – have followed
divergent paths in recent years. Is the grouping sustainable in the long term?

E

arlier this year an unlikely coalition of nations held their

of concrete – that’s more than the US used in the entire 20th

10th summit in South Africa. The BRIC grouping was

century. The country has maintained an impressive growth

conceived in 2001 by Goldman Sachs economist Jim

rate of around 9.5% on average over the past three decades.

O’Neill, who was seeking to identify the next generation of

And since 2007 the share of Chinese citizens living in poverty

economic powerhouses. O’Neill calculated that Brazil, India,

– defined as less than US$1.25 a day – has fallen from around

China and Russia had the potential to eclipse some of the

26% to 2%. While growth in India has been less consistent over

current dominant Western nations in economic strength over

recent decades, in the first quarter of 2018/19 it outpaced even

the coming decades. The BRICs were born, with South Africa

that of China, with a rate of 8.2%.

added to the roster in 2010. O’Neill’s grouping quickly took
on a life of its own.
‘The BRICS have been in some ways a really unexpected

Growth rates in Brazil, Russia and South Africa have been far
less impressive. According to the latest IMF World Economic
Outlook, while emerging markets and developing economies

success story,’ says Karin Costa Vazquez, professor and assistant

are on track to grow by 4.9% in 2018, Russia is likely to grow by

dean for global engagement at OP Jindal Global University in

just 1.7%, Brazil by 2.3%, and South Africa by 1.5%. By contrast,

India. ‘[As a group] these countries have increased their share

India and China are pulling up the average with 7.4% and 6.6%.

of world GDP even faster than Goldman Sachs forecast in 2001,
going from 8% to 23% of the global economy. According to

However, Vazquez believes the achievement of the BRICS
should be measured in more than economic terms.

IMF projections, between 2016 and 2021 the BRICS nations will
have accounted for about half of world growth.’
Admittedly, this growth has not been evenly spread between

This collection of nations, which account for 41% of the world’s

the five nations. ‘So far much of the heavy lifting has been

population, are not altogether natural allies. Relations between

done by China and India,’ says Marc Chandler, global head of

China and India have been complicated by a border dispute.

currency research at Brown Brothers Harriman. ‘The pace of

Brazil, Russia and South Africa are net resource exporters, while

development in China has been particularly breathtaking.’

China and India are importers. Yet these nations do have key

According to Microsoft founder and philanthropist Bill
Gates, between 2011 and 2013, China consumed 6.6 gigatons

28

Lobbying for change

interests in common, says Marcos Troyjo, professor and codirector of the BRICLab at Columbia University in the US. ‘Part
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of what they share is a belief that the multilateral institutions,
such as the International Monetary Fund and World Bank, have

The MINT alternative

not evolved quickly enough to reflect the increasing economic

The success of the BRICS concept inspired economists to look

and political influence of large emerging nations,’ he argues.

for other catchy acronyms for the next generation of economic

These institutions still bear the imprint of their origins in the

winners. Among the most popular was the MINT grouping,

1940s, when European nations represented a larger share of

a term devised by Fidelity Investments and also popularised

the global economy. For example, Belgium now accounts for

by Jim O’Neill, creator of the BRICS acronym. While current

around 0.6% of the global economy and has a voting share at

performance of the MINT nations – consisting of Mexico,

the International Monetary Fund (IMF) that is more than twice

Indonesia, Nigeria and Turkey – is uneven, they also have the

as large at 1.3%. By contrast, China alone accounts for around

potential to overtake some established Western nations in

15.8% of global GDP, yet has a 6% voting share at the IMF.

GDP over coming decades. Indonesia, for example, currently

To address this, the BRICS nations have lobbied for change,

the ninth largest economy in the world, could be on track to

and even set up their own rival institutions, establishing

be the fifth largest by 2050, according to projections made

the New Development Bank (NDB), which provides loans

by PwC in 2015 (based on purchasing power parity). Mexico

like the World Bank, and the nascent Contingent Reserve

would rise from 11th to ninth and Nigeria from 20th to 16th.

Arrangement framework, providing emergency liquidity much
like the IMF does. There has also been work on an alternative
to SWIFT, the payments system controlled mostly by Western

lessons from the problems at the IMF and World Bank,’ says

financial institutions.

Troyjo. ‘The power has been spread pretty evenly between
the member nations – despite China’s greater economic heft.’

Potential for growth

While the institution is headquartered in China, each nation

Experts believe that these nations still have the potential to

will take different leadership roles on a rotating basis.

grow far faster than the global average, and that their economic

The new institution has wisely chosen a narrow focus as it
gets established – with projects largely dedicated to clean

success can be broadened.
‘There is no question that with strong reform agendas,

energy. These include a US$250m loan for renewable energy

growth in the BRICS can be broader and more sustainable,’

in the Indian province of Canara, and a US$180m loan for

says Chandler. None of the BRICS rank in the top 20 on the

renewable energy transmission lines in South Africa.

World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business indicator – which assesses

Troyjo also believes the BRICS Contingent Reserve

how friendly the environment is on such metrics as the time

Arrangement, yet to be finalised, has potential. While member

and expense required to register a property or pay taxes.

countries are proposing to dedicate a relatively limited share

Brazil makes life hardest for entrepreneurs, with a ranking

of their hard currency reserves to the arrangement, that

of 125 out of 190 nations. Even the top-ranking BRIC on this

could change. ‘Once the system is set up, it could be scaled

measure, Russia, comes 35th – relatively close to Switzerland

up swiftly if needed,’ he says. ‘It could become a useful

at 33rd, but still lagging behind the US and UK at sixth and

supplement to the IMF and help fortify the BRICS against
funding crises in the future.’

seventh respectively. ‘So there are

Few experts could have predicted

still plenty of measures the BRICS
nations can take to accelerate

in 2001 that a piece of Goldman

growth,’ says Chandler. That said,

Sachs research would lead to the

the so-called MINT nations – Mexico,
Indonesia, Nigeria and Turkey – hold
similar promise (see box).
Economics aside, the institutions
established by the BRICS look
likely to flourish. The NDB,
established in 2014, has US$50bn
of capital already pledged and
authorisation in place for US$50bn
more. ‘In setting up the NDB, the
BRICS seem to have learnt the

‘There is no
question that with
strong reform
agendas, growth
in the BRICS can
be broader and
more sustainable’

creation of such a tangible force
in global politics. ‘The BRICS not
only look set to continue increasing
their economic heft, but also have
the potential to become a lasting
fixture on the global economic
stage as a powerful advocate for
the interests of developing nations,’
says Vazquez.

AB

Dijana Suljovic, journalist
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Northern delights
TMF Group, in association with ACCA, looks at the big issues facing companies
planning to set up or expand into the business-friendly landscape of Scandinavia

T

he Scandinavian nations of Sweden, Denmark,

bureaucracy.’ Most accounting and tax filings can be done

Finland and Norway are magnets for international

electronically, historically there have been few sudden or

businesses. They are prosperous – Sweden and

significant amendments to tax rates or legislation, and the

Norway ran 22nd and 25th, respectively, in the world in

processes of regulatory bodies tend to be streamlined. ‘All

terms of GDP – with a solid regulatory environment, highly

of this combines to make Norway a reliable, dependable and

skilled workforce, widespread use of English as a business

predicable market,’ the report concludes. One of the biggest

language, and a keen desire to attract foreign companies.

challenges for overseas business is often finding the right

All four nations, as Gösta Lidén, managing director of TMF
Group’s operations in Sweden, Finland and Denmark points
out, are relatively small economies that are very dependent

skills, as there are low levels of unemployment across the
Nordic region and high demand for skilled staff.
Lidén confirms that setting up a business in Nordic nations

on international trade, in terms of both export and import of

is relatively straightforward: ‘The procedures for registering a

goods and services. ‘There is strong reliance on international

business are often web-based and easy, provided you have the

companies, which often establish a local presence,’ he says.

standard electronic identification that is required.’ In Sweden,

‘They are encouraged to set up businesses and are supported

for example, there are several routes to setting up a business:

by chambers of commerce and government bodies, such as

establish a Swedish subsidiary, register as a foreign company,

Business in Sweden.’

appoint an agent or distributor, or negotiate a joint venture.

Good infrastructure and a strong commitment to R&D is an
added draw (Sweden spends around 3% of its GDP annually

Knowing the quirks

on R&D): ‘The Nordics are often seen as good markets to test

Where TMF Group clients most often need help in launching

new products, systems and processes, as the populations

successful businesses in these nations, adds Lidén, is

are more IT-mature than in many other countries. The IT

in making use of the opportunities that local processes

infrastructure is well developed, so leading-edge technology

provide. ‘Foreign companies don’t always know what is

can readily be tested by large user bases,’ says Lidén. As a

the most appropriate setup for their business in each

result, the fintech sector is particularly strong in the Nordic

country, which is where we come in.’ There are also specific

nations, and the proportion of ‘knowledge workers’ is higher

quirks in each country that businesses need to be aware

than in most other countries.

of, such as the Swedish Bookkeeping Act, which has strict

This willingness to attract overseas businesses has led

requirements for archiving the documentation that supports

Nordic nations to maintain a

company accounting.

friendly environment for overseas
companies. According to TMF
Group’s Financial Complexity Index
for 2018, Sweden, Finland, Denmark
and Norway rank 60th, 62nd, 80th
and 87th in the world, respectively,
out of the 94 countries in the Index,
for the complexity for foreign
businesses operating there.
TMF Group’s Financial Complexity
Index describes Norway’s regulatory
environment, as ‘generally
transparent with relatively low

While the regulatory and tax

‘The Nordics are
often seen as good
markets to test new
products, systems
and processes, as
the populations are
more IT-mature
than in many other
countries’

reporting requirements and little

30

environments in Sweden, Denmark
and Finland are relatively stable,
they are not immune to change.
The corporate tax rate in Sweden,
for example, will be reduced from
22% to 21.4% in 2019 and again to
20.6% in 2021. The auditing process
for companies of different sizes is
also under ongoing discussion, with
no final decision as yet. Mandatory
electronic filing of financial
statements will be introduced within
the next two to three years.
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Sweden, Finland and Denmark, as full members of the

The Financial Complexity Index

European Union, reflect regulatory initiatives emanating

TMF Group’s Financial Complexity Index is a strong indicator

from Brussels. Finland, for example, is working towards

of the friendliness of a business environment from a financial

implementation of the EU Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive in 2019

perspective – it ranks nations according to the ease with

and will, as a result, introduce a limit on the right to corporate

which companies can deal with taxes, adhere to reporting

interest expense deductions.

requirements, maintain company accounts and deal with

Norway, of course, is not a member of the EU, which

cross-border transactions. The Index is based on a survey of

brings its own challenges. It operates within the European

74 detailed questions completed by TMF Group’s accounting

Economic Area (EEA); the EEA Treaty means that it is obliged

and tax experts located in each jurisdiction, and analysis of

to implement all EU regulation for the financial sector and

the results focuses in particular on the accounting and tax

comply with EU standards. ‘This adds a layer of complexity that

rules that companies must apply, how relevant regulations are

can be hard to predict and needs expertise to manoeuvre,’

incorporated into a business, and the risks of non-compliance.

says the TMF Group report.
There is no doubt that the Nordic nations are an attractive
prospect for overseas companies planning to extend their

for example, hopes to be the world’s first carbon-neutral

reach. ‘Scandinavia is generally a very business-friendly

city by 2022 – and Nordic governments are keen to attract

environment,’ says Abdul Goffar, ACCA’s head of Western

more foreign investment. Businesses hoping to extend their

Europe. ‘These markets are stable and therefore predictable

reach into prosperous and dynamic regions should seriously

and dependable and, as such, offer lots of potential to

consider going Nordic.

AB

businesses looking to expand overseas.’
Ambitions are high across the region – Copenhagen,

Liz Fisher, journalist

Content sponsored by TMF Group, which offers in-country expertise and knowledge to help
businesses expand within and beyond their home markets. tmf-group.com
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Perfect match
With a massive need for private-sector project funding and plenty of institutional
money searching for yield, infrastructure finance is surely a marriage made in heaven

A

round the world, the demand for investment in

funds, pension funds and insurance companies have some

infrastructure is huge. To meet the needs of a

serious issues to resolve. They are respectively charged with

projected global population of around nine billion

responsibilities to their host countries, to their pensioners

people by 2040, the World Bank forecasts US$97 trillion

and to their policyholders. These organisations have massive

in investment will be required. This includes funds needed

amounts to invest but their assets need to be low risk in order

to meet the United Nations Sustainable Development

to yield better returns than, for example, US treasury bonds

Goals, which aim to provide universal access to clean water,

or other sovereign debt, and to be long term and reliable in

sanitation and electricity. The World Bank reckons there will

order to match their liabilities. They tend not to be experts in

be a funding shortfall of US$18 trillion.

infrastructure and so have to rely on intermediaries to structure

It sounds like a perfect match: countries eager to build new

deals and investment funds for them to invest in.

infrastructure and cash-rich investors in search of reliable,

Critical role

long-term returns.
Across all continents and countries – even the wealthiest

perform a critical role. For example, Macquarie Infrastructure

US$19.8bn Crossrail project, the new cross-city rail link and

– part of the Australia-based Macquarie Group – has set

Europe’s largest infrastructure project, for example. Or

up a series of funds that have invested in airports, seaports

Dubai’s US$33bn Al Maktoum Airport, designed to handle

and power and energy facilities. Similarly, UK-based iCON

200 wide-bodied jets at the same time. Or the US$62bn

Infrastructure has several funds that have invested €2.5bn

South-to-North Water Transfer project in China, which has a

(US$2.9bn) in water, transport, energy generation, storage

48-year construction schedule. Or Nigeria’s US$12bn Lagos-

and distribution assets across Europe and North America.

Calabar Railway, a 1,400km route whose first phase is due for

Meanwhile, Mubadala Infrastructure Partners, an Abu Dhabi

completion this year. These are all massive projects but around

fund manager, invests in a variety of projects in the Middle

the world there are many, many smaller local water, transport,

East, North Africa and Turkey.

energy, healthcare and other schemes in process.

While the need for infrastructure is global, the African

On the other side of the equation are the project

continent is currently perceived as a major source of

financiers. As well as governments and municipalities,

investible infrastructure projects. This is because it is

multilateral development banks such as the World Bank

vast, diverse and, as its populations burgeon, its already

and its affiliate the International

underdeveloped and underfunded

Finance Corporation (IFC) play a

infrastructure needs are set to

significant role. Others include the
European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development, the Asian
Development Bank and the African
Development Bank. An important
part of the role of these institutions
is to commit a certain level of funds
and use their political influence
to encourage the private sector –
banks, principally – to stump up the
remaining cash.
Beyond these institutions,

While the need
for infrastructure
is global, the
African continent is
currently perceived
as a major source
of investible
infrastructure
projects

the world’s sovereign wealth

32

This is where specialist infrastructure investment funds

– infrastructure needs are considerable. Think London’s

become even more pressing.
In a recent opinion piece in the
Financial Times, Hendrik du Toit,
co-CEO of South Africa’s Investec
Group, commented that Africa’s
infrastructure deficit was expected
to run at about US$90bn annually
for the next decade, while ‘across
the continent 620 million people
still don’t have electricity; 319
million people are living without
access to reliable drinking water;
and only 34% have road access’.
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The US$3.6bn Nairobi-Mombasa railway, the largest ever
infrastructure project in post-colonial Kenya, is being
funded by China.

However, he points out that there is a growing appetite

fund the building of an entirely new capital city, dubbed New

among institutional investors for African risk; he cites the

Cairo, in the desert to the east of Cairo itself.

Emerging Africa Infrastructure Fund as a significant investor

Meanwhile, a host of other new investors are supporting

in water supply projects in Rwanda and solar power in

projects of all shapes and sizes. Insurance companies are

Uganda, for example.

funding private hospitals whose patients will pay for their

Considering the chequered and bloody history of these two

healthcare through the investor’s private health insurance,

countries, interest in investing in their infrastructure signals

for example. The same revenue-driven approach also

a massive change in attitude among investors, as well as

characterises local solar-powered energy projects and water

peaceful progress in the region.

provision and waste treatment plants.

China’s influence

business in Africa. But so are they in every other region of the

Meanwhile, it is well known that some of the largest projects in

world, providing alternative income streams for institutional

Africa have been funded not by private equity but, effectively,

investors and lenders. They are perceived as sustainable

by the Chinese government.

because local populations, particularly in emerging markets,

Infrastructure projects are becoming a burgeoning

There has been much comment in the media about what

will pay for the services they receive as their economies

China’s real motives are for its huge investments in African

experience higher growth rates than the Western-developed

infrastructure. But what we can say for sure is that China has

world can achieve. This looks like a win-win for people,

invested in huge schemes on the African continent. Nigeria’s

countries and regions, and for infrastructure investors as well.

Lagos-Calabar railway project (mentioned above) is one of

There is certainly a convergence of interests and time will tell if

these. Another is the US$3.6bn Nairobi-Mombasa railway, the

all parties can reap the rich benefits that infrastructure projects

largest infrastructure project in Kenya since its independence

seem to offer them.

AB

in 1963. China has also invested more in Egypt than any other
country on the African continent and is currently planning to

Richard Willsher, journalist
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Fixing tax and finance
The vast majority of large organisations are struggling to adapt their tax and
finance functions to new regulation, digital change and growing cost pressures

Tax and finance functions buckling under the strain
An EY report on the tax and finance functions of large corporates around the
world has found that 84% of companies are taking action to remedy deficiencies
in their tax and finance operating model. It shows tax and finance functions

98%

agree that the core skills of tax and finance
staff will switch from tax and technical
to process and technology

18% Strongly agree 80% Somewhat agree

are struggling

88%

to keep up
with digital
advances,
the need for

88% of
respondents
expect an
increase in
workload as a
result of the
various tax
transparency
initiatives

transparency,
and reforms
of the global
tax system. Reimagining the tax and finance function shows many of the
1,722 entities surveyed are struggling to deal with these pressures. You
can read the report at bit.ly/EY-tax-finance.

Several factors prevent tax and finance
delivering predictable outcomes.

Outsourcing is a possible solution to
the pressures on tax and finance.

51% Lack of technological investment
28% Not enough or wrong resources
21% Lack of process and controls

57% Are exploring outsourcing
27% Are already outsourcing
8% Have decided not to outsource
8% Have not considered outsourcing

Expect to cut the function’s cost

The cost of the tax and finance function is
expected to fall over the next 24 months.

%
94

34% Cost cut of >11% expected
40% Cost cut of 6%–10% expected
20% Cost cut of 2%–5% expected
6% No cost cut expected

35%

Re-engineering the current tax
and finance function

25%
Considering
functional
outsourcing

24%

Developing pointbased solutions

16%
Doing
nothing,
because
what they
have is fine

An overwhelming 84% of the
survey respondents (all senior
executives) are looking to take
positive action to address
the challenges that their
organisation faces with the
current target operating model
in the tax and finance function.
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Getting connected
A new report looks at the need for robust accounting infrastructure alongside
upgraded digital skills in countries along the Belt and Road routes

M

uch has been said about the business

ACCA members and partners, and corporate clients of Yonyou

opportunities presented by the China-led Belt and

were asked questions on accounting informatisation, digital

Road initiative (BRI). But where can professional

competencies of accounting talents, and tax reform. A total of

accountants add value in the chain of cross-border trade

257 valid questionnaires were retrieved.
Within the business community surveyed, the report finds

proliferation – especially given the huge disparity of

enormous space for economic cooperation along the BRI

accounting standards along the BRI routes?
A new report, Digital Connectivity in Accounting: A boost

routes, Qian says. More than 60% of the company respondents

to the Belt and Road Initiative, helps navigate through the

are operating in countries along the routes, while another 20%

complexities. Conducted jointly by ACCA, the Shanghai

intend to follow suit.

National Accounting Institute (SNAI) and Yonyou Group, the

‘More than 71% of these companies have set up fewer

research serves as an important reference for the discussion

than 10 branches in the region, and they are still in the early

on how to realise digital connectivity along the BRI routes,

phase of their business expedition,’ she says. ‘South-East Asia

and promote harmonisation of accounting systems to

remains a key region for business along the BRI routes.’
‘Infrastructure construction’ remains the key area for

avoid duplication.

respondents investing along the

Put simply, says Yuki Qian, ACCA
China’s head of policy, the report

BRI routes, accounting for around

‘breaks through the shackles’. It

37%, followed by investment in

explains how the various standards,

plant construction, overseas market
expansion, industrial manufacturing,

regulatory systems and talents
involved can align with the
development of international trade
and cross-border capital flow, based
on digitally enhanced transparency
and sharing of data.
Qian says: ‘The purpose of this
research is to improve the breadth,
depth and quality of digital
interconnection along the BRI routes.’

‘More and more
countries along
the BRI routes
have committed
to enhance
their overall IT
infrastructure’

Along with being an important information resource for

informatisation and application,
Chinese companies going global
cited the normal operation of
accounting and financial modules
(including financial accounting and

internal control and risk management modules.
Their third and fourth concerns were decision-making
support modules (such as cost management and internal

ACCA members, the report will have special relevance

reporting management), and modules to improve accounting

for Chinese companies going global under the BRI, Qian

operational efficiency.

believes. ‘We aimed to explore what is at stake here and set

‘Companies believe that the core value of accounting

it out as future-ready. The ability to reshape and regenerate is

informatisation and application is supporting regular

becoming more ubiquitous. Every party involved will need to

business development, followed by improving productivity/

keep up to date with digital trends and methods in order to

efficiency,’ Qian says.

achieve a purposeful value proposition.’
For the research conducted in April 2018, leading
accounting talents and EMPAcc students trained by SNAI,

36

When asked about their current
situation regarding accounting

concern, followed by accounting

and more countries along the BRI
and consider the digital economy as a new engine of growth.’

mergers and acquisitions.

financial reporting) as their main

The report is timely, she adds. ‘More
routes have committed to enhance their overall IT infrastructure

financial services, and outbound

Questions on digital competency revealed a general
understanding of the technical domain, including popular
office automation software, Chinese social media (WeChat and
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Weibo), and the accounting information systems. However, it
also showed a limited knowledge of emerging technologies,
such as big data, cloud computing, robotic process
automation (RPA), Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence
(AI), and distributed ledger and cryptocurrency.
Among those surveyed, a professional qualification in digital
competencies was the most common training method for
upskilling accounting talents, followed by internal training and
external forums.
US President Donald Trump’s tax reform and the base
erosion and profit shifting (BEPS) action plan are also
addressed in the report, noting the subsequent implications
for foreign investment decisions and tax burdens on
businesses. ‘Companies hope that the countries where
they invest can reduce tax rates, offer tax incentives, enhance
tax transparency, stability and legalisation, simplify tax
collection and management procedures, and ameliorate
law enforcement in order to increase corporate enthusiasm
and confidence in outbound investment,’ Qian says. ‘At the
same time, they expect China to further improve its local
tax system, strengthen international tax coordination and
eliminate duplicate taxation via tax treaties so as to support
going global.’

The site and an artist’s impression of the Colombo
International Financial City project in Sri Lanka,
capitalising on the US$500bn projected to underpin
the BRI infrastructure.

Digital imperative
The overarching takeaway, in Qian’s opinion, is that efforts

oversight, we need professional accountants who have an in-

should be made to quicken the pace of digitalisation on the

built digital understanding and appreciation,’ Qian says.

BRI to pave the way for connectivity. ‘The connectivity of

‘In 2016, ACCA published its ground-breaking report

accounting and business languages is urgently needed in the

Professional accountants – the future, where we isolated the

regional economic cooperation and trade activities along the

seven professional quotients that all qualified accountants will

BRI routes,’ she says.

need to develop. These professional quotients are a collection

The findings also affirm that international application of
accounting and financial management systems relies on the
digitalised application infrastructure and cloud service. ‘For

of technical knowledge, skills and abilities, combined with
interpersonal behaviours and qualities.
‘The digital quotient – the awareness and application of

Chinese enterprises going global, accounting and financial

existing and emerging digital technologies, capabilities,

management will be even more difficult in a multi-regional

practices and strategies – is one of these seven key areas

context with diversified economic situations,’ Qian says.

and ACCA is committed to ensuring our current and future

The establishment of corporate internal control systems will

members can navigate all the opportunities that a digitally

also see huge challenges. ‘The challenge lies in risk control

enabled accountancy profession presents. In this way, we

and liquidity management,’ Qian explains. ‘The globalisation

hope both ACCA and our members can play a major role in

of financing channels, diversification of financial assets, and

developing a Digital Silk Road that enables the BRI to reach its

fluctuation of interest and exchange rates will intensify at

full economic potential.’

AB

the same time. Another challenge lies in the changing tax
landscape, as tax accounting and management need to
comply with local tax regulations. Given that, the tax service
system should be able to support local tax data requirements
and realise the connectivity of different tax systems.’
Therein lies the crux of the accounting profession’s role.
‘In addition to the right digital accounting ecosystem and

Peta Tomlinson, journalist
More information
ACCA’s Digital Connectivity in Accounting: A boost to
the Belt and Road Initiative can be viewed at
bit.ly/ACCA-BR-Initiative
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Blow the fog away
If carbon taxation is to become an effective tool in combating climate change, it
needs to be better understood by governments and public alike

N

o one was surprised when Irish prime minister Leo

recent OECD study, Effective Carbon Rates 2018, 46% of carbon

Varadkar announced an increase in the country’s

emissions in 42 OECD and G20 countries are not taxed at all.

carbon tax rate in August 2018. As the years have

It is generally agreed that carbon pricing (see panel) is set

gone by, revenues from the tax – which was introduced in

too low. According to the OECD’s report, existing pricing

2010 and applies to kerosene, marked gas oil (reduced-

falls 76.5% short of the real cost of carbon, conservatively

rate diesel for pleasure craft), liquid petroleum gas, fuel oil,

estimated at €30 per tonne of CO2 emissions. Resistance from

natural gas and solid fuels – have had a positive impact on

lobbyists and misunderstanding of carbon pricing are among

the government’s finances, helping to reduce the national

the most significant factors explaining the shortfall.
The need for effective carbon

debt and boost welfare provision.

pricing is urgent. The 2015 Paris

Around the world, such measures
to combat climate change are

Agreement on climate change

rare, although increasing, and their

pledged to keep the rise in average

effectiveness is under scrutiny.
Kurt van Dender, head of
environment and tax at the
Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development
(OECD), says: ‘New carbon taxation
schemes are being introduced, but
we estimate that they make not a lot
of difference [to emissions] because
either the coverage is too broad or

‘Cutting corporate
or labour taxes
is a very sensible
way to use carbon
tax revenues, and
the key to building
public support’

the rates too low.’ According to a

38

global temperature to well below
2°C above pre-industrial levels, and
to try to limit the increase to 1.5°C.
‘To fulfil the Paris Agreement, the
carbon price needs to reach €60 a
tonne by 2020 and €80 by 2030, and
the carbon pricing gap needs to
decline to zero,’ says van Dender.
That’s a wide gap to bridge.
Perhaps the gloomiest portent for
the planet’s environment was the
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rejection of a carbon tax bill by the US House of Representatives
in July 2018. A renewed effort to price carbon is now under way,

The US carbon dividends plan

supported by veterans of the Republican party (see panel).

A campaign in the US for a carbon tax has been launched

Yet the Irish initiative, alongside others in Sweden, Portugal

by the Climate Leadership Council (CLC), backed by former

and a handful of other countries, suggests that progress

Republican secretaries of state George Shultz and James Baker,

is possible. Several approaches are open to policymakers

as well as Democrat politicians and fossil fuel companies such

seeking an effective solution to the issue, with perhaps the

as ExxonMobil. The plan involves:

most workable involving an improved policy structure that

*
*

a carbon tax starting at US$40 a ton and rising over time

*

border adjustments – a tax on imports from any country

visibly rewards the public from the carbon tax revenue.
Another is better communication of the benefits of the
revenue raised by a carbon tax rather than just its cost.
Currently the taxation of carbon is usually blamed for raising
heating and power bills, which hits the most vulnerable
elements of society particularly hard. However, as van Dender

returning the proceeds of the tax to citizens as a reward
for reduced carbon footprint
without a carbon tax and a rebate for exports to any
country with one, to provide a level playing field

*

a simplification of climate regulations.

explains: ‘The direct effect of an energy tax tends to be

CLC senior vice president Greg Bertelsen says: ‘By returning

progressive in terms of equity… because the rich use more

all of the revenue to households, the Baker-Shultz plan ensures

energy.’ Even so, the absolute price of energy can impoverish

that the American people come out furthest ahead. For these

those on the lowest incomes.

reasons, this approach is overwhelmingly popular, regardless

That is why some of the benefits of carbon taxation need

of political affiliation.’

to be explained. ‘It doesn’t make sense to make statements
about inequality or energy poverty without making statements
about revenues,’ says van Dender. Carbon tax revenues can

Perhaps an even greater challenge is to improve

be used to raise business or taxpayer incomes by, for example,

collaboration between finance and environmental

funding cuts in corporate or employment taxes.

professionals, whether in government or business. ‘People

In addition, when a carbon tax is introduced, the temptation

who are interested in the environment don’t generally speak

to keep the rate as low as possible may weaken the

to people who work on tax or finance,’ says van Dender. ‘It’s a

environmental signal the tax sends out. Instead, van Dender

connection that’s not often made.’

suggests cuts in other taxes could be made to compensate

This disconnect has already been experienced by

taxpayers, and that fact should be broadcast more widely to

governments. In Mexico, for example, the environment

encourage acceptance. ‘Cutting corporate or labour taxes is a

ministry started considering the introduction of an emissions

very sensible way to use the revenues, and the key to building

trading scheme when the finance ministry launched a carbon

public support,’ he says.

tax in 2014 to raise revenue.
‘They started to compete with each other for the ability

What is carbon pricing?

to govern carbon prices, which clouds the issue,’ says van
Dender. ‘Quite often if you introduce carbon pricing, the

Carbon pricing charges entities for their emissions of carbon

environment ministry says you should use it to fund green

dioxide, and helps shift the burden for the climate change

investments. Its argument is often to keep [revenue from the

consequences of those emissions back to those responsible.

tax] in the environmental field, and it may attempt to exclude

The carbon price is the amount paid for the right to emit

financial people from decision-making.’

carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.
Emissions trading systems (ETS) and carbon taxes are

Richer people can also be powerful and skilled lobbyists,
and are well placed to campaign against a tax on energy,

the two main forms of carbon pricing. An ETS sets a cap on

which they consume more of than the rest of the population.

the total level of greenhouse gas emissions, with a central

Until carbon taxation is better understood and accepted,

body (typically a government) allocating permits to release

governments will continue to have to rely heavily on other less

a specified quantity of greenhouse gas; those with surplus

effective tools such as energy efficiency policies to reduce

allowance can sell it on to those who want more, creating a

carbon emissions. ‘If we continue at this rate, we won’t close

market price for greenhouse gas emissions. A carbon tax is

the carbon gap until 2095,’ van Dender points out.

AB

typically a direct levy on the carbon content of fossil fuels.
Elisabeth Jeffries, journalist
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The human factor
Professional accountants will need to reassess their relationship with technology
as the number of areas where automation meets emotional intelligence increase

W

hat does it mean to be human? What makes you

accounting profession,’ says Vaidyanathan. Doing this will help

who you are? Is it your body? Your emotions?

to prepare accountants for a very different future.

Your soul? Your brain? All your experiences?

As a human, you are all of this and more. You think and feel.

Rachel Grimes, technology CFO at financial services
company Westpac and president of the International

You are capable of complex cognitive and intellectual feats

Federation of Accountants (IFAC – the global body for the

and of high levels of motivation and self-awareness. But in

accountancy profession), says: ‘It is vital that the profession

a world where artificial intelligence (AI) is taking over tasks

embraces technology so that we and the next generation

that require memorisation and logic, how will your human

of accountants are agents of change, helping to shape the

intelligence retain its advantage? What’s your superpower

technology agenda, not simply following it. Cloud-based

going to be?

computing, hosted applications, big data and the rise of

The answer could be emotional intelligence. ‘This is
an area that ACCA has been exploring,’ says Narayanan

machine learning are already transforming the way we work.
As the quantity and sources of data increase, the need for

Vaidyanathan, head of business insights at ACCA. ‘We know
that to thrive now and into the future professional accountants
need an optimal and evolving combination of professional
competencies or quotients.’ Each of these quotients consists
of a collection of technical knowledge, skills and abilities,
combined with interpersonal behaviours and qualities. ACCA
has identified seven (see panel on page 42), including one for
emotional intelligence (EQ).
For professional accountants, ACCA characterises EQ as
‘the ability to identify your own emotions and those of others,
harness and apply them to tasks, and regulate and manage
them’. New ACCA research has investigated what the current
state of EQ looks like around the profession and what the
implications of technology development may be for EQ.

A very different future
For its research, ACCA looked at six areas of impact –
change readiness, cognition and learning, ethics
and beliefs, human-machine interaction,
increased diversity, and shifting power –
then considered the implications for five
emotional competencies that are key to
the EQ of professional accountants:
growth mindset, self-knowledge,
perspective, empathy and influence.
‘The purpose of this work is not to
dive into the psychology of EQ
but to contextualise it for the

40
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human accountants
to understand context,
interpret nuance and
apply professional
judgment also grows.’

New symbiosis
Professional accountants also
need to reassess their relationship
with technology itself. Lynn
Morrison, ACCA panel member
and leader of EY Oceania’s China
assurance practice, is anticipating

perform better and to automate

‘As the quantity
and sources of data
increase, the need
for accountants to
understand context,
interpret nuance and
apply professional
judgment also
grows’

says Morrison. ‘With further
technological advances in areas
of robotic process automation,
AI and blockchain, etc, we can
predict that some tasks will be
completely replaced by technology
in the future.
‘Accountants need to be
more resilient in this transition
process, have an open, growth
mindset about continuously
reskilling ourselves – in particular

a paradigm shift. ‘Relationships

those human skills – and focus on

between humans and technology are
changing fundamentally,’ she says. ‘We will need to challenge

boring tasks in the past,’

more important judgmental and strategic areas.’

the way we think of work and understand the pros and cons of

Morrison sees a future where human processing units and

this changing relationship. We will have to learn how to build

computer processing units will be working together, learning

and manage our relationship with technology and manage the

from each other and achieving more through their close

impact both personally and professionally.’

collaboration than either could achieve alone. The skillsets of

There has always been a symbiotic relationship between

collaboration and technology are increasingly overlapping,

accountants and technology, but in future it will need to

as highlighted in the recent Chartered Accountants Australia

be stronger and more intimate. ‘Accountants have seen

and New Zealand (CA ANZ) report The Future of Talent:

technology as a tool to help us work more efficiently, to

Opportunities Unlimited.
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departments will no longer be necessary. However, as Matthew

Seven quotients for success

Campbell, technology audit director at KPMG, says: ‘Knowing

ACCA introduced its professional quotients for success in

how to interact with and leverage the knowledge of hundreds

2016, based on global research undertaken for its report

if not thousands of individuals through cognitive technology

Professional accountants – the future: Drivers of change

will drive a different skillset in finance professionals.’

and future skills. Looking ahead to 2025, it recognised

The profession’s use of AI technologies and techniques

that the accountant of the future will need a changing mix

is not yet widespread, but it is already informing and

of professional competencies and a blend of technical

enhancing decision-making by professional accountants in

knowledge, skills and abilities, along with interpersonal

companies and practices across numerous specialist areas.

behaviours and qualities. The quotients cover seven areas:

Developments in financial statement audit may exemplify the

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

technical and ethical

future direction for the profession by showing how existing

experience

technologies are changing established ways of working,

intelligence

how emerging technology trends may undermine business

digital awareness

models and institutional power structures, and how factors

creativity

such as these increase the importance of EQ. Auditors

vision

and other professional accountants will need emotional

emotional intelligence.

competencies that allow them to adapt to technology-

ACCA has deepened its research into these areas, and its

enabled transformations much faster than they have ever

latest global research, which surveyed 4,500 accountants,

needed to in the past.

focuses on EQ. Emotional quotient in a digital age looks

Some professional accountants may need to develop

at the growing significance of EQ. The report considers

new social competencies and technology skills if they are

various technology developments and trends that may affect

to inspire, encourage and direct compellingly in peer-

human cognition and learning, change readiness, ethics and

to-peer environments. Ways of developing and exerting

beliefs, interaction with machines, diversity, and power shifts.

leadership, influencing, motivating, mentoring team

It then assesses their implications

members and developing and

for emotional competencies such

demonstrating empathy will become

as adaptability, empathy, identity,
influence and self-knowledge.
Understanding these interactions
is vital for professional accountants
in the fast-changing digital work
environment.

Vital interaction
Futurist and researcher Mark Pesce
suggests opening up finance teams
and accountancy firms to collaborate

‘Knowing how
to leverage the
knowledge of
hundreds of
individuals through
cognitive technology
will drive a different
skillset in finance
professionals’

increasingly important.
The wider implications of this
shift are eloquently explained by
Rachel Botsman, lecturer at Oxford
University’s Saïd Business School and
expert on trust and the collaborative
economy. In her book Who Can You
Trust? How Technology Brought
Us Together – and Why It Could
Drive Us Apart, she places the world
on the cusp of a massive social
change driven by technologies that
are rewriting the rules of human

more closely with colleagues and

relationships. ‘We might have lost

with technology itself: ‘Every time
we have a basic question we reach into our pocket, take out

faith in institutions and leaders, but a new world order is

a smartphone and get the answer from Google, Wikipedia

emerging,’ she declares.

or Siri,’ he points out. ‘So we are already creatures who are a
combination of human intelligence and machine learning.’
In the future, what accountants and software tools can learn

If accountants are to adapt successfully to this shift they
will need to understand how trust is built, managed, lost
and repaired in an age of distributed trust and increasingly

from each other will expand, and members of the profession

smart machines, and carefully assess the implications for EQ.

will no longer be limited by their personal knowledge or

Otherwise they will need to develop another superpower.

AB

the length of their career. The pyramid structure that has
traditionally characterised accountancy firms and finance

42

Lesley Meall, journalist
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Selection satisfaction
Unstructured interviews, psychometric tests, punishing whole-day assessments?
Rob Yeung looks at which candidate selection methods work best
If you manage a team, how much time
and money do you put into training your
people as opposed to selecting only the

Better hiring decisions
Rob Yeung talks about candidate
selection at bit.ly/ACCA-playlist

best candidates in the first place?
Most organisations offer training in
emotional intelligence, leadership and
other interpersonal skills, but research

only 0.20.
Clearly, hiring managers should

suggests that such training generates

discuss the skills and behaviours they

only a moderate return on investment

are looking for and decide on questions

(ROI) and that investment in selection

to ask before interviewing candidates.

methods tends to have a higher ROI.

Knowing exactly what you are looking

As one HR director once told me: ‘It’s

for is a prerequisite for finding it.

better to keep trash out than have to
train trash to do a good job.’
Recruitment selection methods

CPD

questions – have a predictive validity of

Another observation is that untrained
interviewers are much more likely
to make judgements based on first

include job interviews, assessment

impressions than trained interviewers.

centres and psychometric tests as ways

As a result, they tend to be less able to

of measuring candidates’ likely job

identify good candidates.

performance. They are also often used

Yet another finding: candidates

to gauge leadership potential. But what

interviewed via videoconferencing tend

methods should you use – and why?

to receive lower ratings than those
interviewed face to face. Interviewers

Predicting performance

should therefore interview all candidates

To measure the effectiveness of

either face to face or via video.

different candidate selection methods,

Candidates
interviewed via
videoconferencing
tend to receive
lower ratings than
those interviewed
face to face

44

There is also a paradox in terms of

researchers calculate predictive validity,

using the more rigorous and time-

which is the ability of a selection

consuming selection methods. It is not

method to predict subsequent job

uncommon for graduate candidates to

performance. A predictive validity of

spend a day at an assessment centre

zero implies that a method is no better

completing multiple interviews, written

than tossing coins or rolling dice to

tests, presentation exercises and role-

choose candidates; a predictive validity

playing scenarios. By contrast, many

of 1 indicates the method finds the best

executives are hired after only a handful

candidate 100% of the time.

of face-to-face interviews, despite

Canadian researchers Willi Wiesner

research suggesting that selection

and Steven Cronshaw found that

methods can have the most benefit at

structured interviews – where

these senior levels.

interviewers ask predetermined
questions of all candidates for the same

Testing competencies

role – have a predictive validity of 0.63.

In one study, researcher Craig Russell

Unstructured interviews – involving

tracked the performance of 98 divisional

conversations without predetermined

general managers within a Fortune 50
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company. Each division had its own

Dr Rob’s talent clinic

profit and loss account and revenues in

Q

excess of US$125m. The managers
had been hired through a rigorous,
competency-based selection

The department where I work
is just beginning a major

restructuring. I can foresee significant

process lasting at least six hours.

redundancies being made within the

Over a three-year period, Russell

coming year. What should I be doing

estimated that the competency-

in order to give myself the best chances of finding a

based process resulted in an

rewarding position elsewhere?

A

additional US$3m in annual profit
per candidate selected. His study
confirms that selection methods

You are right to be thinking ahead. Immediately
start raising your profile externally. Update and

rewrite your LinkedIn profile. Look at the profiles of other people with

have the greatest ROI at senior rather

similar experience to you and look at elements that you can incorporate into your

than junior levels.

own. If you have the time, perhaps set up a new Twitter profile, follow sources and

Russell’s study also identified that
the competencies or skills that help

individuals that you admire, and begin commenting on topical issues too.
More importantly, make it a priority to set up face-to-face meetings with the
people in your extended network. Naturally, you are busy, but make the time to

differ from those that help them to

arrange a couple of meetings every week. Perhaps meet for a drink after work or the

achieve longer term results. Within

occasional breakfast meeting. Your goal is not to promote yourself directly, but to

the first year, the managers’ skills at

engage in conversations so that people are reminded of not only who you are but

financial analysis and dealing with

also what you do. Then, in the months to come, when you might need favours such

operational issues were the strongest

as recommendations or referrals, you will have already bolstered your relationships

predictors of their business units’

with these people.

CPD

managers to succeed in the short term

financial performance. After three years,

Also, reflect on what you would like from your ideal next step. Rather than just

their skills at managing and developing

accepting a similar job within the same industry, ask yourself what you would like

people, communication, and creating

from your career. What would help you to feel more fulfilled in terms of a company’s

the right climate were better predictors

culture or the work that you do? A job move is a valuable opportunity to review what

of business unit performance.

you want from your work and your life.

It is likely that good general managers
were able to exert strong controls over

Tips for the top

raw materials and other capital assets

Do you feel that you’re ready for a promotion? Studies suggest that you are unlikely

within the first 12 months. Efforts to

to be the best judge of your own readiness. Recent research by Shai Davidai and

improve the culture, skills and ways

Thomas Gilovich found that most people overestimate the career barriers and

of working within their business units

difficulties that they have overcome.

probably reaped benefits that were
detectable only after more time.

AB

For example, consider two employees named Jacob and Maryam. While
Jacob probably sees only some of Maryam’s struggles, he can certainly list all of
the problems that he himself overcame. As a result, Jacob feels that he is more

Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational

deserving of promotion. Maryam, on the other hand, is well aware

psychologist at leadership consulting

of everything she has had to do to succeed, but sees only

firm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk

part of Jacob’s efforts. So Maryam likewise believes that

More information
Dr Rob tweets @robyeung
If you have a question for the talent
clinic, email abeditor@accaglobal.com
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd

she merits promotion more.
If you want to achieve your next promotion, ask for
feedback from multiple knowledgeable individuals
who are able to identify the weak spots that you
cannot see within yourself. Only by puncturing the
illusions that you hold about yourself can you make a
proper plan for developing yourself and achieving your
next career step.
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Fighting on all fronts
An in-house startup is one option for organisations looking to fend off disruptor rivals,
but rolling your own disruption involves pulling off a tricky management balancing act
‘No matter the industry, a corporation

The response from business leaders
in recent years has been to push for

elsewhere; for many years they have

life spans: the technological and

internal disruption to address the threat

come under assault from a range of new

market bases of any business will

head-on. ‘The business environment

competitors challenging the traditional

eventually disappear.’ So declared

is constantly changing, with new

model. Those competitors include

Clayton Christensen and Joseph Bower

technologies as important actors,’ says

digital operators such as Starling Bank,

in their 1995 article in the Harvard

Lebene Soga, fellow in entrepreneurship

which exploits machine learning and

Business Review entitled ‘Disruptive

and leadership at Henley Business

artificial intelligence (AI) to generate

Technologies: catching the wave’. It

School. ‘Consequently, businesses

insight into how customers are spending

was an early attempt to capture the

need to address challenges posed by

their money so they can make better

sense of growing business disruption.

financial decisions.

Since then more and more corporate
leaders have recognised the challenge
created by the so-called waves of
disruption that are impacting on their
businesses. This largely technologybased disruption is characterised by
new sector entrants with cheaper,
better products and services – small
but growing businesses that can be far
nimbler than established competitors
and therefore able to steal market share
before the traditional sector leaders

Anne Boden, chief executive of

‘Powerful fiefdoms
in profitable parts
of the business
might seek to limit
the threat of the
internal disruptor
in case it eats into
their business’

have had time to respond.

Starling Bank, says it has been able to
gain an edge over traditional banks
that are stuck with legacy thinking
by employing the technology and
approach of Silicon Valley. ‘We’ve built
all our technology from scratch to give
consumers the best possible banking
experience,’ she says.
In recent weeks it has emerged that
Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) is planning
to roll out a standalone digital consumer
bank in the UK as it seeks to fend off

The sense of multiple threats is even

growing competition from challenger

hard-wired into the thinking of leaders

disruption, either in their own settings,

banks. Expected to be launched in

who are running corporates with the

that of their competitors or the business

2019, the service has been named

most robust business models. For

environment as a whole, if they wish to

Bó (Danish for ‘to live’) and will be a

example, Prisca Havranek-Kosicek, who

remain competitive or relevant.’

separate, digital-only bank for personal

last year became CFO of Danish biotech

Soga says that applying the concept

customers. A recent press report

company Novozymes (which dominates

of internal disruption offers businesses

suggests RBS aims to move one million

the global enzymes market and is

the opportunity to be first among

existing customers to the new mobile-

frequently hailed as one of the world’s

equals, ‘which then guarantees a lead

only banking platform from its NatWest

most sustainable companies), says:

in the market – at least before their

subsidiary, although no customer will be

‘We are preparing for an environment,

competitors either catch up or overtake

forced to switch.

linked to disruption, that is much more

in some cases’.

volatile, complex and more ambiguous

46

Take the retail banks in the UK and

consists of business units with finite

The approach of RBS conveys
the urgency with which many large,

than ever for any company in the world.

Corporate take-up

established companies are seeking

Being ready for that change will be

There are many examples of how

ways to counter the threat of disruption

the key to success, not just across my

companies are addressing disruption by

by launching their own home-grown

planning horizon, but for the rest of my

launching their own alternative products

startups. Key to many examples is the

professional life.’

and services.

application of technologies such as AI.
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The challenges

Juggling act

Soga says that while AI

But there are also deeper, more

certainly has the capability

profound management issues that could

to drive internal disruption,

limit corporate efforts to disrupt from

there are major

within. James Berry, assistant professor

challenges with

at UCL School of Management, London,

applying the

points to the problems of how to

technology

manage the ongoing business while

effectively. ‘From

nurturing the disruptor.

my research standpoint

‘How do you ensure the right

and philosophy, AI should

resources are flowing into both the

not just be considered as

traditional business and the disruptor?’

a technological tool that

he asks. ‘Business leaders must also

businesses must use to drive

be aware that powerful fiefdoms in the

disruption; it must be considered

profitable parts of the business might

as having its own ability to change the

seek to limit the threat of the internal

course it was originally set to achieve by

disruptor, which they fear will in time eat

the business.

into their business. Financial services

This approach, Soga says, means
that the business must be alert to

would be a classic example of this.’
There’s even a name for business

AI’s own needs if it is to benefit from

chiefs able to manage both sides

the advantages that AI offers. He

effectively: the ambidextrous leader

explains: ‘For example, AI might require

– executives who can manage the

that employees engage differently,

traditional businesses while effectively

it might challenge a former way of

supporting the disruptor. Their goal is

working, it might make other work

to drive through innovative gains while

practices redundant; and so on. This

continuing to maximise current profits.

understanding of AI as having a life of

Berry, referencing an article from

its own would make the business parent

2004 in the Harvard Business Review by

it by steering it in a way that makes

Charles O’Reilly and Michael Tushman

disruption non-distractive.’

called ‘The ambidextrous organization’,

There is also a fundamental challenge

says the key to success is to ensure that

in getting the board to buy into an

the right processes and culture are in

internal disruptor. ‘From my research,

place for both the legacy business and

buy-in at board level could be slow, but

the disruptor, and that the senior team

bottom-up buy-in has the ability to get

is equipped to oversee this. If that is the

the board to appreciate the technology,’

case, a combination of the old and new

Soga says. ‘In either case, ground-level

can be very powerful cocktail indeed.

AB

or bottom-up buy-in is strongly needed
to drive the change.’

Lawrie Holmes, journalist
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Dream becomes reality
The imminent application of the new leases standard will promote balance sheet
transparency – with major consequences for many sectors. Adam Deller explains
The rise of the bucket list is a relatively

on or after 1 January 2019, so many

What are the changes?

recent phenomenon, with people

companies are yet to adopt it. At the

The major change, and the one this

sharing lists of must-see places to visit

same time, the Financial Accounting

article will examine, is that under IFRS 16

or thrill-seeking activities like sky-diving

Standards Board (FASB) in the US has

there will no longer be any distinction

to try during their lives. Here in the

issued a similar update to leases, in the

between operating and finance leases in

financial reporting world, though, we

form of ASC 842, Leases.

the financial statements of lessees.

In this article, we will start with a recap

Currently, entities account for an item

of the major differences between the

as an operating lease if most of the risks

of the International Accounting

standards, before considering their

and rewards have not transferred to

Standards Board (IASB), joked: ‘One

potential impact across a variety of

them. In this case, they simply record a

of my great ambitions before I die is

industries, and how this may differ from

rental expense on a straight-line basis

to fly in an aircraft that is on an airline’s

the changes in US GAAP.

over the lease term, with no long-

In 2008, David Tweedie, then chairman

balance sheet.’ This would have been

term asset or liability recorded. This

greeted with nods of approval and

accounting treatment will cease to exist,

perhaps the odd hearty chuckle – which

except in the case of low-value items, or

is generally as animated as discussions
about accounting standards ever get.
While Tweedie’s dream may not be as
exhilarating as skydiving or as rewarding
as running a marathon, it is much more
in keeping with the outlook of the
financial reporting community.
In January 2016, the IASB issued IFRS
16, Leases. This will replace IAS 17,
Leases, for reporting periods beginning

IFRS 16 will
largely end
the practice
of significant
leased property
assets being ‘off
balance sheet’

for short-term leases (under 12 months).
This means that entities will be
required to include a right-of-use asset
and an equivalent liability, at the present
value of lease payments.
For many entities, this will mean
that a significant amount of assets
and liabilities that were previously not
recorded and shown only in the lease
commitments disclosure note will
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like to keep things a bit more prosaic.
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now be included in the statement of

The interest expense will be higher in

American Airlines, or Volkswagen to

financial position.

the earlier years, as the outstanding

Ford, will require a restatement of one

lease liability balance is higher.

of the parties because of this conflicting

This will largely end the practice of
significant leased property assets being

the statement of financial position is

be brought on. A likely result of this is

comparable to that proposed under

Financial statement impact

that some entities will approach real

IFRS 16, it is important to note that its

The proposed lease changes will have

estate transactions in a different way.

impact on the statement of profit or

a significant impact on many of the key

Previously, it may have been preferable

loss is not. Unlike IFRS 16, ASC 842 still

financial statement ratio calculations

to occupy premises under an operating

used in assessing the performance or

lease rather than take on debt to finance

position of an entity. The gearing or

the assets in order to keep the level of

leverage ratios will increase, as there will

the case, and procurement teams are
likely to engage in lengthy discussions
about whether new assets should be
leased or bought.
There will also be a resulting change
in the statement of profit or loss.
Currently all rentals of operating leases
are shown as an operating expense on a

Retailers will be
hugely affected,
as the sector’s
fixed asset base is
largely leased on
longer-term, noncancellable leases

be additional liabilities brought into the
debt element of the calculation.
While gearing calculations will
deteriorate, EBITDA (earnings
before interest, tax, depreciation and
amortisation) figures are likely to rise
for companies applying IFRS 16. This
is because operating lease rentals will
no longer exist and will be replaced by

straight-line basis, so the same amount

depreciation and finance costs, both of

is expensed each year. Under the new

which are excluded from EBITDA. As

model, there will be both depreciation

stated earlier, this will prevent EBITDA
allows items to be recorded as either

comparability between entities applying

operating or finance leases, similar to

IFRS 16 and some US companies

profit increases, as the expense

the current situation, so entities could

choosing to record items in profit or loss

is effectively split between the

continue to record a simple annual

as operating leases under ASC 842.

depreciation (in an operating expense)

rental expense if they choose.

and finance costs. However, there may

This will make international

and a finance cost.
This is likely to mean that operating

50

profit-or-loss treatment of leases.

‘off balance sheet’, as they will all now

borrowing low. This will no longer be

CPD

While the impact of ASC 842 on

The calculations of return on capital
employed (ROCE) will reduce under

be higher expenses in the earlier years

comparisons of competitors difficult in

both IFRS and US GAAP, as any increase

of the lease through the application

industries where some large companies

in operating profit is not proportionate

of the actuarial method of applying

report under IFRS and some under

to the increase in capital employed. In

interest to the outstanding lease liability.

US GAAP. Comparing Lufthansa to

its most recent quarterly report, BMW
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has questioned the future significance

another of the UK’s large retailers,

short of quantifying that impact. One

of ROCE as a performance indicator.

has a KPI showing a measure of total

exception, though, is Ford, with the car

indebtedness that includes the present

maker estimating that the standard will

fundamentally affect the cashflow of the

value of future rentals payable under

add approximately US$1.5bn to US$2bn

entity, merely how it is displayed, but it

operating leases.

in assets and liabilities to its statement

The lease standard change will not

probably will affect valuations.
Leverage ratios will rise across the

Like many other entities, both Tesco

of financial position.

and John Lewis explicitly state in their

sector as a result. Currently, most

financial statements that this figure

Application

bank-rating models don’t factor in

will not be an appropriate proxy for

Some entities have stated that they will

‘accounting changes’, so entities will

the expected impact of recognising a

apply IFRS 16 retrospectively, adjusting

probably need to discuss with their

lease liability under IFRS 16. This will be

the prior-year financial statements;

banks about redrawing some covenants

due to the difference in discount rates

others have taken the option to apply it

under the post-IFRS 16 landscape.

used and the treatment of additional

prospectively but adjust for the overall

lease rentals arising from contracts that

impact on retained earnings. In the year

contain extend-or-buy conditions.

to come, this will make comparability

Major industries affected

more of a challenge and certainly means

as the retail sector’s fixed asset base is

of Tweedie’s dream – will also be heavily

that users will need to carefully read and

largely leased, often on longer-term,

impacted, as most airlines hold aircraft,

understand how the entity has applied

non-cancellable leases. The scale

ground facilities and terminal space

the change.

of the changes can be gauged from

under leases. The scale of the impact

Tweedie may no longer be IASB

the UK’s largest supermarket chain,

can be seen from American Airlines’

chairman, but he is tantalisingly close

Tesco, showing £34bn liabilities on

31 December 2017 year-end figures: it

to crossing this particular item off

its statement of financial position but

had 421 aircraft under operating leases

his bucket list and achieving a long-

disclosing a further £11.4bn in future

and US$11.7bn in future operating

held dream. Reports that he will don

operating lease commitments.

lease commitments, compared with

a parachute and skydive out of that

the US$34bn it currently holds within

aircraft are as yet unconfirmed.

Many companies are already
incorporating these operating
lease commitments into some key

AB

property, plant and equipment.
This effect will be repeated all across

performance indicators (KPIs) as a

the airline industry, as lease liabilities

measure of debt. Currently, Tesco has

find their way onto the statement of

included £7bn of these (discounting the

financial position.

future operating lease commitments

CPD

The airline industry – the original focus

Retailers will be affected in a huge way,

As in the retail sector, most larger

to present values) in its calculation

companies acknowledge that IFRS 16

of total indebtedness. John Lewis,

will have a sizeable impact but stop

Adam Deller is a financial reporting
specialist and lecturer
More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Technical update
A monthly update of the latest developments in financial reporting, taxation and
legislation from international regulators, the EU and elsewhere
European Union

VAT collection reforms

International

Under the terms of the EU Action

Reverse charge mechanisms

Plan for VAT, ministers have voted to

NAFTA replacement

As part of ongoing anti-fraud measures,

approve reforms that are intended to

The new US-Mexico-Canada Agreement

member states in the European Union

boost the efficiency of VAT collection

(USMCA), which replaces the North

(EU) have been given temporary

in intra-EU transactions. The changes

American Free Trade Agreement

permission to use so-called reverse

– short-term improvements (or ‘quick

(Nafta), includes detailed commitments

charge mechanisms to collect VAT.

fixes’) – involve:

from the parties to maintain and enforce

The temporary permission shifts the

*

simplification of VAT rules for call-off

anti-bribery and corruption laws. These

stock arrangements, where vendors

are to be backed by rules on financial

to customers. The directive, which

transfer stock to warehouses for

statement disclosures, and accounting

has been approved by the council

known purchasers in another EU

and auditing standards.

of ministers, will allow governments

member state

liability to pay the tax from suppliers

an obligation for suppliers to

Bank stability rules

log customer identification

The Basel Committee on Banking

€17,500 per transaction until June 2022,

numbers in order to benefit from

Supervision (a committee of banking

in circumstances where a country is

intra-EU goods supply VAT

supervisory authorities set up in 1974)

losing 25% or more of VAT to carousel

exemptions

is to amend its financial institution

the creation of uniform rules for

stability rules to prevent banks window-

when a simplified single VAT return

dressing their accounts by adjusting

are sold in another with VAT charged,

can be made for ‘chain’ supplies

balance sheets around regulatory

and the seller then pockets the VAT

from one delivery system to multiple

reporting dates to influence reported

and disappears, rather than paying

member states

leverage ratios. The committee is

the creation of common rules

considering changes to its global rules

on documents required for VAT

on minimum capital requirements

vote, which is expected to pass

exemption claims on intra-EU

and disclosure in a bid to prevent

the directive.

supplies.

this behaviour.

to reverse charge VAT on domestic
supplies of goods and services above

fraud. (Carousel fraud is where goods
imported VAT-free from one country

it to government.) The law will come
into force after a European parliament

*

*

*

Call for Saudi Arabia to do more on AML
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF), the global anti-money laundering
(AML) body, has called on Saudi Arabia to ensure accountants have a better
understanding of the money laundering and terrorism financing risks they
are exposed to. The problem is illustrated by the small number of suspicious
transaction reports sent to the kingdom’s regulators by financial professionals,
said FATF. However, Saudi financial institutions are conducting effective customer
due diligence, record-keeping and verification of beneficial ownership. The
report also adds that the kingdom is not effectively confiscating the proceeds
of crime: ’Authorities are not routinely attempting to trace and confiscate the
instrumentalities and proceeds of crime, and have not been able to repatriate any
criminal proceeds from another country over the period 2013-16.’
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National

FATF said these restrictions should

its annual deficit, the government

apply only to non-profits susceptible

has imposed a new 2% tax on all

AASB and not-for-profits

to potential abuse by financers

mobile and online money transfers.

The Australian Accounting Standards

of terrorism.

The Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe has

Board (AASB) has announced

said that electronic payments in the

that it plans to restrict its initial

country equalled US$64.7bn for the six

implementation of the International

months ending June 2018, up 216%

Accounting Standards Board’s proposals
for the revised Conceptual Framework.
In a consultation paper Applying the
IASB’s Conceptual Framework and
Solving the Reporting Entity and Special
Purpose Financial Statement Problems
(ITC39), it said more consultation would
be needed to assess how to apply ITC39
for the not-for-profit sector.

The Ugandan
parliament has
voted to reduce
a 1% excise duty
on mobile money
withdrawals
following protests

year-on-year.

Uganda backs down on tax
The Ugandan parliament has voted
to reduce a 1% excise duty on mobile
money withdrawals to 0.5%, following
public protests at the time of the levy’s
introduction in July. The amendment
is contained in the Excise Duty
(Amendment) (No 2) Bill 2018. However,

FATF call to Bahrain

MPs have supported the maintenance
of a new daily fee of 200 Ugandan

The Financial Action Task Force (FATF)
has called on Bahrain to liberalise

Tax on mobile payments

shillings (US$0.05) for any citizen using

restrictions on non-profit organisations,

In a move to increase Zimbabwe’s

social media.

which include controls that prevent

tax take from the country’s dominant

them from accessing finance.

informal economy and to reduce

INT_T_update.indd 53
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Crypto treatments
How should a crypto asset appear on the balance sheet? Georgina Kyriakoudes offers
her take on the different accounting treatments for a very modern asset class
On the basis of current accounting

functions and features: cryptocurrencies,

method of obtaining the asset and

frameworks, and speciﬁcally in

crypto commodities, utilities tokens and

its subsequent use. Using a similar

the light of IFRS Standards, it is

securities tokens.

approach for the different categories of

CPD

unclear how crypto assets, including

In addition to a crypto asset’s features,
the reason why a party obtained the

definitions, the accounting treatments

should be accounted for.

asset (and how it did so) needs to be

could be as follows:

considered. For example, defining

*

Several national accounting standards
bodies have published discussion

a token as an intangible asset under

Purpose: Payment for services
Where cryptocurrencies are used as

papers, but as yet only Belarus has

a payment, or receipt of payment,

issued official national accounting

method between parties, they

standards for this new asset class. The

act as a medium of exchange

Australian Accounting Standards Board
(AASB) issued a detailed examination
of the application of IFRS Standards to
digital currencies back in December
2016, which has been the basis for
commentary from many other national
accounting standards bodies.
While confusion certainly exists,
some common themes are emerging

Treatment based
on the substance
of transactions
may lead to
the same asset
being classified
differently

and so can be treated as cash or
a cash equivalent. However, cash
equivalents are expected to require
support by a central bank, and to
date only Japan, Venezuela and the
Marshall Islands have recognised
cryptocurrencies as legal tender.
Also, cash equivalents are defined
as ‘subject to an insignificant risk

from these discussion papers. Three

of changes in value’, which is not

asset categories are widely accepted

the case with cryptocurrencies,

as applicable: financial instruments,

given their high volatility. National
IAS 38 raises an issue if the purpose

accounting standards boards

is to sell that crypto asset, as it would

have accordingly concluded

have so far focused on digital

then be classed as ‘held for sale’ and

that cryptocurrencies cannot be

currencies, and not on the wider

so excluded from the scope of IAS

classed under IAS 7, Statement of

concept of crypto assets. As explained

38; it would perhaps need to become

Cash Flows.

in the ‘Crypto confusion’ article in the

inventory under IAS 2.

inventory and intangible assets.
However, discussions on treatment

September issue of AB, there are now
a variety of crypto assets with different

54

crypto assets and applying current IFRS

cryptocurrencies and digital tokens,

Belarus decided its accounting
treatment based on the purpose and

Alternatively, a financial
instrument (the Belarus choice) or
intangible asset may be applicable.
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*

Under IAS 38, cryptocurrency meets

IFRS undermined?

the definition of an ‘identifiable non-

While applying IFRS Standards based

monetary asset without a physical

on the substance of transactions seems

substance’ with an indefinite

to make the most sense, it leaves the

useful economic life. The initial

issue of the same asset being classified

measurement would be cost. As an

under different IFRS Standards. The

active market generally exists, the

consequence is judgment-based

option to measure the asset at fair

classifications and issues in the

value could be considered.

comparability and understandability of

Purpose: Received via mining

financial statements – core principles of

activities Where the party obtains

the IFRS framework.
A separate standard would be more

the crypto asset as part of

beneficial, but at its current stage the

would be treated as a finished good

asset class may not be material enough

(ie inventory), with the actual cost

to warrant full standard setting. The

of its production (such as IT and

AASB proposed developing standards
that would cover digital currencies as

electricity resources) serving as the

*

measurement criteria.

the most appropriate treatment

well as address the wider issue of a lack

Purpose: For implementing

seems to be IAS 2, Inventory. Given

of clarity and standards in accounting

token rights Crypto commodities

an active market, the appropriate

for intangible assets and commodities

and utility tokens are purchased

measurement would probably be

such as water or emission rights.

for the use of the services the

the market price at the balance

asset provides. For example,

sheet date, with changes recognised

continues and the big rise in the value

purchasing the golem crypto

in profit or loss. This treatment

of these increasingly widely owned

asset gives you the right to use

is particularly applicable for

assets becomes material, accountants

distributed computing power. In

commodity brokers holding the

and auditors alike need guidance to

this case, the asset has a contractual

crypto assets on behalf of clients.

be able to reach a conclusion on the

Purpose: Own token creation

completeness and accuracy of the

Belarus standards explicitly state

financial statements and to ensure that

a fair value through profit or loss

that parties that create their own

those statements provide useful and

valuation. Belarus standards use the

crypto assets will not be allowed to

relevant information to users.

purchase and transaction cost for

recognise them. However, under

initial recognition.

IFRS an intangible asset may be

Georgina Kyriakoudes FCCA,

Purpose: For trading or capital

recognised if the asset will generate

co-founder, Dcentric.Solutions

growth While ideally this applies

future economic benefit and the

only to securities tokens, in

cost of the asset can be reliably

provision and can be classed as a
financial instrument (IFRS 9) with

*

*

reality any crypto asset with an

measured. Given that many tokens

active market may be held as an

are actively traded, it is possible that

investment. As a ‘held for sale’ asset,

these two criteria can be met.

As the ascent of crypto assets

AB

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Golden opportunity
Accountant turned jewellery entrepreneur Lim Wen Ling explains how her
accountancy background gave her the skills and confidence to co-found her business
The decision to leave a secure,
well-paid job to strike out on one’s

i

Basics

is quite high and we want to do our best
to retain them,’ she says.

own is never easy, especially when

In 2010, the CA ANZ-qualified

compounded with the arrival of a first

Based in Singapore, The Mindful

child. But with the help of an Excel

Company was established in 2015 by

accountant moved to Singapore

spreadsheet to analyse financial aspects

Lim Wen Ling and Ciara Yeo, and aims

with her husband ‘to try something

such as savings, projected expected

to promote mental wellbeing and

different’. The move proved timely as

income and expenses, Lim Wen Ling

kindness through its jewellery products.

her speciality was in demand at the

decided to take the plunge. ‘It was

These feature meaningful reminders

time, helping her land a job at EY as

not an easy decision but the numbers

that help wearers celebrate the ups,

a manager in its business incentive

were telling me I could do it,’ recalls the

be resilient through the downs, and

advisory division where she ‘helped

co-founder of The Mindful Company,

embrace the crazy loops and changes

companies already in Singapore or

which makes modern jewellery etched

of life. The team is focused on creating

looking to come to Singapore to tap

with meaningful messages.

products that are timeless, subtle

into certain government tax incentives

and well made – and at an accessible

or grants’.

At the time, Lim was working as a
senior manager at EY Singapore and

price point. As well as operating an

her decision – after working for 11 years

online shop, The Mindful Company

Mindful meeting

as an accountant – took many of her

has stockists worldwide, including in

It was while working at EY that she met

colleagues by surprise: ‘I think they

Singapore, the UK, the United Arab

her future business partner, Ciara Yeo,

were all shocked,’ she says, but she was

Emirates and Australia.

a corporate lawyer in the mergers and

confident she would be able to leverage

acquisitions group at White & Case,

the skills she had learned over the years

an international law firm. Both working
development. ‘I knew I didn’t want to

in the business district, they bonded

be an auditor, so taxation was the other

over regular runs around Marina Bay,

you are no longer number crunching;

natural choice,’ the 34-year-old recalls.

often spent talking about the everyday

you are pitching for work, explaining

‘I worried audit would be a bit more

challenges they faced and the pressures

your value-add, making sure you are

routine and at the same time I didn’t

of their jobs. ‘We wanted to have

delivering on a timeline, managing

want to spend my time out of the office

a piece of jewellery with words of

a team, and these are skillsets you

all the time; I wanted to make friends in

encouragement that were very subtle,

need when you want to start your

the office.’

so that only we could see it,’ she says,

and apply them to her new business.
‘When you move through the ranks,

own business,’ Lim explains, adding

Lim says she was attracted by

describing how The Mindful Company

that while she could have left her job

the training Deloitte offered young

started as a ‘side project’ before taking

earlier, she would not have learned

graduates, including support for a

on a life of its own.

many of the skills that have been most

master’s in tax law in Melbourne, which

useful to her business.

helped her develop further. ‘The Big

as the quality of the first batch of what

Their first efforts were challenging

Four have some really good mentoring

would become their star product,

Australia, Lim studied accounting and

practices for university graduates,’ she

the ‘Reminder Cuff’, inscribed with

finance, following in the footsteps of

says. ‘You have quarterly catch-ups with

inspirational messages, was not up to

her siblings. After graduating from

your mentor where you find out what

scratch and the budding jewellers threw

the University of Western Australia in

you need to develop, find out what

away 80% of the stock. But encouraged

2004, she joined Deloitte’s indirect

you are enjoying and not enjoying, and

by demand from friends of friends, the

taxes division, focusing on research and

these are practices we’ve retained with

two persevered and decided to launch

Born in Malaysia and raised in Perth,
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our staff. The cost of training someone
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a business in August 2015, with Yeo
quitting her job. Within six months, The
Mindful Company was breaking even,
encouraging Lim to join her. ‘We wanted
to see if there was enough work for the
two of us,’ Lim recalls.
While Lim’s expertise in tax relief
was not immediately relevant to her
new business, the combination of her
business knowledge and Yeo’s legal
expertise proved a good match.
‘There has been a lot of positive
synergy between our expertise and
I believe we’ve made it work by
keeping well-defined and separated
roles in the business, while crossing
over on product development. Ciara
takes care of anything legal-related,
marketing, communications and
content creation, and I take care of
operations and finance, and business,’
Lim says.

Brand with a purpose
It also helped that the two partners
have similar understated aesthetics
and fully agree on the company mission,
which Lim says is in the backbone

Lim (left) and Yeo have used their
professional skills in their joint venture.

of every product. ‘We’re a brand
with a purpose and we try to create

doing a spreadsheet,’ Lim explains.

the banter. All of that suddenly went

products that encourage and promote

‘You also learn skills that may not look

away. I was no longer in the hustle

mental wellbeing and kindness;

as important at the time but prove

and bustle of the central business

all the products have a message

very handy when you set up your own

district; I really had to motivate

that we hope will resonate with our

business, like how to do a PowerPoint

myself,’ she explains. She was also

target demographic.’

presentation, how to present a

fortunate to have a co-founder as ‘it’s

company, what is the important

important to surround yourself with a

information you should retain.

network that supports you and believes

Ironically, the company hired an
accountant quite early on – ‘It freed
me up to focus on other aspects of

‘Having that experience has been

in you as well’.

the business that were more value

really useful in my dealings with retailers,

Lim believes that anybody wanting

adding’ – and she drew instead on other

service providers and partners, and how

to make the jump from a professional

aspects retained from her 11 years in

we manage those relationships, as well

career to entrepreneurship needs to be

accounting: ‘What I really learnt was

as how to put together presentations

armed with patience and perseverance.

how to think laterally, how to assess

and pitches to them.’

‘It’s important to realise that not

a P&L, how to know if something

Lim recognises that being an

everything is going to be perfect,’ she

makes sense, and even dealing with

entrepreneur is a ‘very lonely

says. ‘Make allowances for things that

professional services. That was very

journey’, especially coming from

are not going the way you want them to,

valuable experience.

a Big Four environment. ‘I loved

especially in the early days.’

‘The skillset you learn working for
a Big Four firm goes well beyond

AB

going to work at EY; it wasn’t just the
work, it was the people I worked with,

Sonia Kolesnikov-Jessop, journalist
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Invest to impress
In order to get the most out of your website you need to stop thinking of it as a
marketing expense and start seeing it as a business asset, says Tim Butler
There are businesses that view

importance of this area will lead to your

show you if some of your ads are not

digital marketing activity for their

business falling behind competitors who

converting well.

website as an unnecessary expense.

are investing and are already seeing

Are they right? The simple answer is

the benefits.

no. It is worth investing a significant

There are a number of ways to invest

targeted campaigns, you can end

proportion of your company’s

in your website in order to bring about

up spending a lot of money very

marketing budget into your website.

positive results and effectively turn it

quickly without getting any results.

Improving your website can create a

into a business asset.

Learn how to use the tools or pay an
expert agency to set up and run the

long-term business asset that benefits
your company by increasing search

Short term: the paid search

campaigns for you. A good agency

visibility and the potential for more

If you want more traffic fast, then you

will charge you a significant amount

sales leads.

can get your website found quickly by

of money for a good AdWords setup

advertising for relevant search terms

and ongoing management, but it’s a

your accountancy business should

on Google AdWords and Bing Ads.

worthy investment as your advertising

invest in marketing activity in order to

You only pay for users who click on

spend will go much further. If the

increase your website’s potential as a

your ads and therefore go to your

agency is cheap or it is charging you

long-term asset.

website. This is by far the fastest way

as a percentage of spend then

to drive relevant prospects to your

beware: you’re probably not getting

website quickly.

the best deal.

There are a number of reasons why

For a start, the number of people
now going online is enormous.
Almost half of the world’s population

Paid search advertising gives you

use the internet: close to 3.8 billion

the ability to track exactly how much

Long term: SEO

people. Google alone processes

you are spending and how your ads

You do not want to be paying for

more than 40,000 search queries every

are converting, and this means you

traffic all of the time as this will

second, equating to over 3.5 billion

can accurately calculate your return

account for a significant expense

searches every single day. The truth is

on investment (ROI). You know exactly

and eat into your marketing budget.

that more and more people are turning

how much money you are spending

Instead, you will want to get found

to the internet to provide answers

on advertising, and you will know if

on search engines naturally. With 64% of

to questions and to find products

you are wasting money, as the data will

website visits starting at a search engine,

or services.

it is vitally important to invest in search

Failure to appreciate the importance
of your website being found online
can lead to you falling behind your
competitors. Accounting is a highly
competitive marketing space and it is,
therefore, important to take a proactive
approach to investing both time and
money in your website to make sure it is
helping your business.
In addition, with companies predicted
to spend 75% of their total marketing
budget on digital initiatives by 2021,

engine optimisation (SEO) if you want

Failure to
appreciate the
importance of
your website
being found online
can lead to you
falling behind
your competitors

failure to appreciate the growing

58

You must, however, use paid search
tools carefully. By not having carefully

your website to appear in search results
for key industry terms.
It is important to consider that SEO
is not an overnight solution. Your web
designer or marketing agency probably
told you they ‘know about SEO’. This
is common, but unless you have been
charged for specific SEO work, assume
that you still have it all to do.
There are simple things that you can
do yourself to help your SEO:

*

Make sure your main headings
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*

include the phrases you want to get

services you provide can lead to greater

impacting your rankings and search

found for.

engagement with your website and

visibility. The ability to track what is

Ensure that your meta titles and

increased enquiries.

happening with your website allows
you to accurately determine whether

descriptions are well written and,
again, contain the phrases you want

Achieving a return

your digital marketing expenditure is

to be found for.

When spending money on

delivering an ROI.

*

Change generic titles like ‘services’

marketing you will want to see the

to specific titles – ‘what we do’.

ROI. The problem is that calculating

marketing agency then they should

*

Ask your suppliers and customers

this from more traditional marketing

be providing you with a report, at

for links from their website.

methods, such as adverts in

least on a monthly basis, with all the

*

Make sure that your Yell, Thomson

newspapers, radio advertisements and

important metrics, so you can see

Local and Google My Business

leaflets, is very difficult. You cannot

how your website is performing, what

pages all link to your website.

accurately attribute an enquiry to

impact your marketing expenditure

There are more than 1,000 items

the money you spent on newspaper

is having and how it is helping to

that Google takes into account

advertisements unless that person

make your website into an asset for

when it determines what pages rank

actually tells you that is how they found

your business.

for any specific search. That means

out about your services.

that there are lots of things that will

American businessman John

If you are working with a digital

Website as business asset

help, but also lots to do. If you want

Wanamaker famously stated: ‘Half

For your website to become a

to do it yourself buy a good book

the money I spend on advertising is

business asset, and not just an expense,

that was published in the last 12

wasted; the trouble is I don’t know

it needs to be generating traffic and

months, as things move fast in search

which half.’ The good news is that,

contributing to sales leads interested

engine optimisation. Alternatively, get a

with modern digital marketing tools,

in using your accountancy services.

good specialist agency to do it for you.

you will not have the same problem

When done correctly, investing in your

As with paid searches, if the agency is

as Wanamaker.

website through digital marketing such

cheap then it is unlikely that its services
will be much good.
Investing time and money in search

There are now tools available that

as paid search and SEO activity can turn

allow you to track everything on your

your website into a long-term asset for

website, from visits to clicks to pages

your business.

AB

engine optimisation will turn your

viewed. Specific SEO tools allow

website into a long-term business asset.

you to track your website and see

Tim Butler, founder of digital marketing

Being found online for the accountancy

how the changes you are making are

consultancy Innovation Visual
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ACCA members have gathered at events around the
world to seek out their names on the wall.

What’s your connection?
As the wall celebrating 200,000 members comes down this month, ACCA continues
festivities by asking members how they are linked to the global ACCA family
As part of its celebrations

share what connects them to

and their experience of

shared with respondents as

to commemorate hitting its

their global ACCA ‘family’.

being an ACCA member. The

a personalised infographic,

results, benchmarked against

updated in real time as

Members have been

200,000-member milestone
this year, ACCA has been

invited to answer 10

other members’ responses

more members take part.

encouraging members to

questions about themselves

around the world, have been

Highlights of some of the
responses are shown below.
ACCA’s 200,000-member

All about you

celebrations come to an end

Members have been invited to answer 10 questions about themselves. Here is a selection.

this month, with an official
closing ceremony for the

27%

Music

29%

A copy of
AB magazine

9%

28%

Your company’s
annual report

Yes

41%

Self-study

50%

Learning
provider

wall – a list of all members’
names, where you can also
leave your own message –
at the World Congress of

You’re working
on an important
presentation.
How do you
concentrate?

73%

Total silence

60

You are
stranded on
a desert island.
What would you
rather read?

Accountants in Australia on

Have you
ever worked in
another country
as an ACCA
member?

What was your
path to ACCA
membership?

6 November.
The online version of the
wall will be available until
29 November so, if you

62%

The latest
bestseller

72%
No

9%

University

haven’t already done so,
visit 200k.accaglobal.com to
find your own name and add
a comment.

AB
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ACCA members in St Petersburg assemble to
celebrate ACCA’s 200,000 member milestone.

ACCA Caribbean head Shelly-Ann Mohammed with
International Assembly member Vintoria Bernard.

Pat Hayle signs the wall in Jamaica after finding her
name on the 200,000-member list.

The challenge of fitting 200,000 members’ names onto
the wall means a magnifying glass can come in handy.

Sergey Dontsov in Moscow manages to find his
name among the rest of the ‘ACCA family’.

Vera Starodubtseva, head of ACCA Russia, joins in
the fun with members in Moscow.
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ACCA president Leo Lee spoke about how
members can help bring positive change.

Shaping the future
ACCA’s International Assembly met in London in September to hear about
trends and developments affecting the profession
strategy for next year.

speaker Dr In-Ki Joo, deputy

the future’ was the theme of

president of IFAC, about

talked about how members

ACCA’s 22nd International

some of the key global

can bring about positive

during the two-day event

Assembly, which took place

issues IFAC is currently

change by working together.

included ‘telling the ACCA

at its headquarters, The

focusing on, including the

And Helen Brand, ACCA’s

story with impact’, delivering

Adelphi, in London on 18-19

digital revolution, competing

chief executive, updated

member value going

September.

for talent, and the role of

attendees on ACCA’s

forward, and trends shaping

the profession in fighting

achievements over the

our future world and how we

corruption.

last year and looked at the

can respond.

Among the highlights were
a presentation from keynote

62

ACCA president Leo Lee

‘Working together, shaping

Other topics addressed

AB
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International Assembly member from
Russia Oksana Losevskaia.

Dato’ Lock Peng Kuan, IA member and
deputy chairman of ACCA Malaysia.

Chief executive Helen Brand talked about ACCA’s
achievements over the last year.
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Public trust in tax
Australia and New Zealand events focus on public trust in tax, plus a shot in the arm
for disciplinary processes in the Caribbean, and environmental audit in South-East Asia
Australasia

Michael Croker, head of
tax at CA ANZ, and John

Public trust

Cuthbertson, New Zealand

In the lead-up to the World

tax leader at CA ANZ,

Congress of Accountants

delivered more region-

(WCOA) in Sydney this

focused talks. The Auckland

month, a series of meetings

event was live-streamed for

in Melbourne, Canberra and

New Zealand members.

Auckland built on research

Roy-Chowdhury focused

into public trust in tax across

on the 2017 joint research

the G20 countries. The

findings and the digital

research, culminating in the

economy’s tax challenges.

G20 public trust in tax report,

The Australasia issues framed

had been jointly organised

by Croker included the black

in 2017 by ACCA, CA ANZ

economy, while Cuthbertson

(Chartered Accountants

discussed the challenges

Tax Office assistant

professional bodies across

Australia and New Zealand)

to the New Zealand tax

commissioner Martin Jacobs

the Caribbean.

and IFAC (International

base and international

in Canberra.

Federation of Accountants).

competitiveness.

The breakfast and lunch

Panellists on the member

ICAC president Anthony Pierre: ‘The public interest
demands dealing with errant members justly and fairly.’

Showcasing international

The 2017 G20 public trust

best practices, case law

in tax report was the first of its

and IFAC requirements,

meetings in the three cities

Q&A sessions included

kind to show that professional

the workshop looked at

were opened by ACCA ANZ

PwC financial advisory head

accountants had a substantial

complaints processes,

head Julian Boram. ACCA’s

Geof Nightingale and EY

measure of public trust and

investigations and

head of taxation Chas

tax partner Aaron Quintal

credibility. The study has

disciplinary proceedings.

Roy-Chowdhury outlined

in Auckland, PwC special

been extended this year, with

public trust in tax from a

counsel Chris Vanderkley in

a preview of the resulting

Pierre said: ‘This workshop

global perspective, while

Melbourne, and Australian

second report (which will be

drove home the extent to

published in 2019) timed to

which our member bodies

coincide with WCOA.

in the Caribbean need to

ICAC president Anthony

modernise our approach

Caribbean

to investigation and
disciplinary procedures. As

Left to right: Michael Croker, Chas Roy-Chowdhury, Chris
Vanderkley and Julian Boram at the Melbourne event.
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Disciplinary seminar

professional accountants we

A joint disciplinary workshop

are committed to serving the

in September – run by

public interest, and this must

ACCA and ICAC (Institute

begin with a well-regulated,

of Chartered Accountants of

fair and just approach to

the Caribbean) and aimed

dealing with errant and

at strengthening regulatory

incompetent members.

processes of the Caribbean

The collaboration of ACCA

accounting institutes –

on this effort is greatly

drew representatives from

appreciated and valued.’
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Vietnam

issues, and the increasing
demand for greater

Environmental audit

precision in assessment to

A symposium on

inform action. He proposed

environment auditing for

a number of ways to

sustainable development

strengthen collaboration

was held at the 14th ASOSAI

in environmental auditing,

(Asian Organisation of

including learning from

Supreme Audit Institutions)

the Working Group on

assembly in Hanoi in

Environmental Auditing

September. Around 1,000

(WGEA), building regional

participants from 79 supreme

data quality initiatives,

audit institutions attended,

and frequently updating

along with Vietnamese

specialised subject matter

regulators and academics.

on the UN’s Sustainable

Jimmy Greer, ACCA’s

Development Goals for

specialised environmental

Afghanistan); on performance

the environment.

audit services.

audit and the INTOSAI

head of sustainability,

Participants from 79 supreme audit institutions attended
the environmental audit symposium at ASOSAI in Hanoi.

Greer’s talk inspired a

Greer also encouraged

shared with the symposium

Development Initiative,

the challenges of

supreme audit institutions to

number of questions: on the

including initiatives to

environmental megatrends

temporarily swap employees

link to e-Government (from

support the enhancement of

and measurement, the

with the private sector as

SAI Iran); on challenges with

audit capacities of INTOSAI

growing urgency and

a way of building skills and

SDG implementation plans of

members on finance audit

interconnectedness of

expertise, and developing

less-developed countries (SAI

link (SAI Bangladesh).

AB

Council update
ACCA’s governing body met at the Adelphi in London last month and was updated
on strategic performance and the activities of a number of committees
Council met on Thursday

to 31 July 2018 and key

Council meeting held in

made by the chairmen

20 September in London.

strategic matters.

Beijing and agreed the

of Governance Design

Council broke into

approach for determining

and Remuneration

groups to consider the

future locations for

committees focusing on

several important matters.

findings of research on

Council meetings to be

their oversight roles and

*

The president updated

emotional intelligence in

held outside London.

current work plans.

Council on his and the

a digital age.

The meeting featured
discussions and decisions on

officers’ activities since
June, including attending

*

*

*

Council approved

*

Council noted the
final draft of the AGM

*

Council received
reports from the Audit

the appointments to

Booklet, which will be

Committee meeting

events in Botswana,

standing committees, the

distributed to members.

held in August and the

Zimbabwe, China,

International Assembly

Council noted a report

Governance Review

Malaysia, Singapore and

and the public interest

from the Qualifications

Implementation Task

the UK.

oversight boards for

Board, including the

Force meeting held in

The chief executive gave

2018-19.

review of the June 2018

Council considered

examination results.

The next Council meeting is

Presentations were

in London on 15 November.

a presentation focusing
on strategic performance

*

feedback from the June

*

*

September.
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Mainstream ESG

AB International Edition
November/December
2018
Volume 21 Issue 10

ACCA and ShareAction pioneer scaling up human rights
metrics to feed into the EU’s sustainable finance agenda

International editor
Annabella Gabb
annabella.gabb@accaglobal.com

The role of human rights in

Editor-in-chief
joanna.malvern@accaglobal.com

the EU’s sustainable finance
agenda is indispensable

Digital editor Jamie Ambler

and yet currently limited,

Video production manager
Jon Gilmore

partly due to a lack of
reliable data. This concern

Sub-editors Dean Gurden,
Peter Kernan, Jenny Mill, Eleni
Perry, Vivienne Riddoch, Rhian
Stephens, Matt Warner

was addressed at a
conference co-hosted by
ACCA and responsible

Design manager Jackie Dollar

investment charity

Designers Bob Cree, Suhanna
Khan, Robert Mills

ShareAction, in Brussels,
Belgium, in September.

Production manager Anthony Kay

More than 100 global

Advertising Daniel Farrell
daniel.farrell@educate-direct.com
+44 (0)20 7902 1221

experts attended the
event. They examined the

Director of brand and
corporate reputation (interim)
chris.quick@accaglobal.com

state of play of human
rights data – including
how corporate activity
influences human rights –
and developed concrete

Paul Tang: ‘It is important to take sustainable finance out of
the green corner and make it mainstream.’
Jimmy Greer, ACCA’s

scaling up high-quality

Dutch MEP Paul Tang.

human rights metrics to be

‘Every investor should

head of sustainability, said:

applied to the sustainable

have a duty to take ESG

‘High-quality information

finance agenda.

[environmental, social and

that comes from businesses’

governance] factors into

engagement on, and

decision-makers, non-

account. This should apply

evaluation of, human rights

governmental organisations,

to every participant in the

issues is critical for building

investors and financial

financial market and every

better economies and is an

services professionals.

product, not just to products

essential piece of making

with labels.’

finance more sustainable.’

‘It is important to take
sustainable finance out
of the green corner and
make it mainstream,’ said

AB

More information
Detail about the event is available at bit.ly/ACCA-sus-fin18

What drives ACCA forward
ACCA has published its seventh annual integrated report (IR), the fourth prepared in accordance
with the international IR framework. It offers readers – especially members, students, learning
providers and employers – an insight into ACCA’s strategic thinking, encompassing its strategy,
governance, performance and prospects. Read it at annualreport.accaglobal.com.
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